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September 20, 2005
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Members and Friends of CEAL:
What an exciting and productive summer CEAL members have had! Some CEAL members traveled to
Asia or Europe to participate in professional activities while others were dedicated to coordinating
meetings at the international level. For example, members of the Special Committee for 2006 IFLA
Seoul contributed to planning for a one-day pre-conference meeting during the 72nd IFLA General
Conference and Council, to be held on August 20-24, 2006, in Seoul, Korea. We would like to thank
the Korean Education & Research Information Service (KERIS), for joining with us as the meeting coorganizer. Your participation in the pre-conference meeting either as presenters or as part of the
audience is highly encouraged. Not only will your participation enhance your professional
knowledge and skills, you will also have an opportunity to explore Korean culture in the heart of
Seoul.
On behalf of CEAL, I sent a letter to Professor Colin Bundy on September 7, 2005 to express our
concerns regarding the decision made by SOAS over the specialist librarian positions at the School of
Oriental and African Studies, University of London. A copy of the letter is available on eastlib. We
sincerely hope that SOAS remains dedicated to the excellence of Asian Studies by maintaining high
standards for its East Asian collection as well as its specialist librarians.
This issue of our journal includes articles, reports, memorials, and new appointments. Articles
include: Overseas electronic resources on the Chinese Cultural Revolution; Starting a new East Asian
Collection; Cooperation in Chinese authority work; Introducing Naxos Music titles to an OPAC; and
the OCLC Connexion Client. Reports include: the NCC 2005 open meeting report; the NCC
Publishers and Vendors Roundtable; and the Shashi (Japanese Company Histories) Interest Group
meeting.
As the 2006 election approaches, the Nominating Committee may contact you to run for various
positions. I strongly encourage you to run for the position of Vice-President/President-Elect,
Secretary, Treasurer, or Member-at-Large.
You may have noticed that the June 2005 issue of JEAL has a newly designed cover. Please join me
in thanking Gail King, JEAL Editor, for redesigning the cover to reflect the diversity of our
organization. I sincerely appreciate the hard work and dedication from our members. You have
contributed to our excellence and the recognition of the critical role CEAL plays in the East Asian
library community.
Sincerely,

Abraham J. Yu, President
Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL)
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A SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT:
OVERSEAS ELECTRONIC RESOURCES ON CHINESE CULTURAL REVOLUTION
Yongyi Song

California State University, Los Angeles

Abstract: The Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) represents a highly tragic and complex chapter in
contemporary Chinese history. Many scholars have called for the establishment of a Cultural Revolution
Museum to preserve a nation’s memories, but because of government censorship, there is currently no
real possibility of building such a museum in China. However, with the help of modern technology,
overseas Chinese scholars and librarians have recently accomplished two major museum-like projects,
namely, The Chinese Cultural Revolution Database CD-ROM and The Virtual Museum of the Cultural
Revolution. This paper focuses on how modern technology has provided many scholarly opportunities to
enhance librarianship, including the promotion of the free flow of information and facilitation of battles
against government censorship.
The 21st Century is marked by fast growing modern technology that provides many scholarly opportunities
to enhance librarianship. Today more than ever librarians as information specialists ought to undertake
difficult tasks by using computerized technology, including the strong promotion of free flow of information
and facilitation of battles against government censorship. Based on two crucial achievements in the field
of recent Cultural Revolution studies, The Chinese Cultural Revolution Database CD-ROM and the “The
Chinese Cultural Revolution Virtual Museum,” this paper has made it crystal clear that the utilization of
modern technology can play a vital role in preserving true history and a nation’s collective memories.
Filling Crucial Gaps to Build up a Nation’s Memories
The Cultural Revolution that took place in China from 1966 to 1976 represents a highly significant and
complex chapter not only in contemporary Chinese history, but in world history as well. The late John King
Fairbank (1987), a distinguished Sinologist, once noted the Cultural Revolution’s “surprises, scale, impact,
and complexity.” He stated that “At any rate, the Cultural Revolution will be studied from many angles for
a long time to come.” There is indeed little doubt that the impact and complexity of the Cultural
Revolution that Fairbank refers to “will be studied from many angles for a long time to come.”
First of all, the Cultural Revolution was a historical tragedy. Initiated by Mao Zedong and the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) because of internal strife within the CCP, this so-called “Revolution” claimed the
lives of millions of innocent Chinese and inflicted excruciating pain on hundreds of millions of others and
their families. In addition, the Cultural Revolution resulted in disregard for and a decline of education as
well as the total collapse of all basic standards of decency and of a civilized society. It also irreparably
damaged China’s age-old cultural heritage and civilization. In view of this, as early as 1986 the renowned
Chinese writer Ba Jin called for the establishment of a “Cultural Revolution Museum,” because he believes
that the survivors of the Cultural Revolution have an obligation to “make sure that future generations will
forever remember the painful lessons during those ten years”. Unfortunately, for various reasons, the
Chinese government has ignored this proposal and allowed the memory of the Cultural Revolution to fade
away. Ba Jin’s call for the establishment of a “Cultural Revolution Museum” in mainland China, where
such a museum would be most fitting, will likely remain an impossible dream during his lifetime.1
The Cultural Revolution also changed the entire political and economic landscape of contemporary China.
When Mao Zedong and the CCP disastrously pushed their erroneous political philosophy and ideology to the
1

In May of 2005, the first Cultural Revolution Museum was established in Santou city, Guangdong Province by some
local people. However, this is a small regional museum that neither addresses the fundamental causes of the Cultural
Revolution and nor fits Ba Jin’s original design for such a museum.
1
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extreme, anyone left with any common sense must have readily realized the madness and absurdity of the
official doctrines imposed upon them. This was one of the reasons why the post-Cultural Revolution CCP
leaders were compelled to adopt the reform policies and to open up China to the outside world. It is also
an established fact that the widespread skepticism toward Marxism and Mao Zedong Thought that began
during the Cultural Revolution provided an important impetus for the democratic movements during the
post-Cultural Revolution era in China. For all of the above reasons, it is clear that the role of the Cultural
Revolution in contemporary Chinese history over the past half a century merits serious study.
It has been nearly thirty years since the end of the Cultural Revolution. An interesting situation has
evolved surrounding the study of the Cultural Revolution as a research subject both inside and outside of
China. On the one hand, there is the phenomenon of the “inexhaustible Cultural Revolution,” i.e., the
Cultural Revolution has become an enduring popular research topic the world over. It is estimated that, in
the thirty years between 1966 and 1996, about 7,000 titles were published on the Cultural Revolution
throughout the world in various languages (Song, 1998). On the other hand, there is the phenomenon of
the “forbidden Cultural Revolution,” i.e., the Cultural Revolution as an independent research subject
remains a taboo in mainland China.
Despite this ban, scholars and writers in mainland China are combating such government censorship by
penning memoirs and reports, among other writings. Yet Cultural Revolution researchers both inside and
outside China are still faced with many challenges. Chief among them is the lack of original historical
materials and the absence of a mechanism to collect, organize, and archive the vast amounts of original
historical materials systematically. An abundance of publications, both official and unofficial, appeared
during the Cultural Revolution, but there has been no open access to such materials in any Chinese libraries
in the post-Cultural Revolution China. On the other hand, a great many valuable Cultural Revolution
resources in the hands of private collectors and researchers, both inside and outside of China, cannot reach
their full research potential because of the lack of a resource-sharing mechanism. There exist widespread
factual errors, distortions of truth, and even a research vacuum due to the lack of primary historical
sources, thus greatly hampering the study of this significant research area.
Since building a database or a virtual museum for the Cultural Revolution is an extremely difficult task
inside China, some overseas Chinese scholars and librarians have taken the initiative to undertake these
tasks. By a fortunate coincidence, not long after the end of the Cultural Revolution, computer network
technology became mature enough to provide the technical basis for a huge “database” or “museum” built
in the virtual space of network. It was with a view to summing up the historical lessons, disclosing the
historical truth, and promoting the study of this important historical subject that the first “Virtual Museum
of the Cultural Revolution” was inaugurated in 1996 by a group of Chinese students in North America
through their famed website Chinese News Digest (Hua xia wen zhai). Several similar websites on the
Internet during the past decade have come and gone, but only the “Virtual Museum of the Cultural
Revolution” has withstood the test of time and undergone stable and successful development. It is also the
sole “Virtual Museum of the Cultural Revolution” on the Internet. The editor of this virtual museum is Dr.
Xinmin Hua, a senior scientist from the Washington D.C. area.
Two years later, in 1998, seven mainland China scholars and librarians now living in North America and one
Taiwan scholar established the Editorial Board of the Chinese Cultural Revolution CD-ROM Database, thus
inaugurating a monumental compilation and archival project for Cultural Revolution-related historical
materials. They are Mr. Yongyi Song, Dr. Zheng Ding, Dr. Yuan Zhou, Dr. Zhijia Shen, Dr. Jian Guo, Prof.
Zehao Zhou, Dr. Youqin Wang and Dr. Shiyu Shih. The goal of this project was to build a professional and
scholarly database for the scholarly community of China studies and millions of common Chinese people.
Their work soon won strong support from many scholars in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and mainland China. The
Universities Service Centre for China Studies of the Chinese University of Hong Kong has become a partner
in this project.
During a four-year period from 1998 to 2002, members of the Editorial Board visited Asian libraries
throughout the world, collected a myriad of materials from private collectors, and salvaged untold
amounts of original written materials. After professional editing and proofreading of millions of official
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and unofficial documents, the editors collectively produced the CD-ROM database comprised of nearly ten
thousand documents. This Database was published at the end of 2002 by the Chinese University of Hong
Kong and soon sold about 250 copies to libraries all over the world including China. It is the only Database
of this kind in the world to date, and it significantly helps fill the gap in the field of Cultural Revolution
studies.
Preserving True History in the Multi-Functional CD-ROM Database
The materials in the CD-ROM database consist of only primary sources. Although some materials were
published after the Cultural Revolution, they were closely related to the Cultural Revolution and were
therefore also included. Sources such as memoirs and interviews are not included. Consisting of nearly 30
million words, this database is made up of the following sections:
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Revolution.
Part
Revolution.
Part

I: CCP Documents, Directives, and Bulletins concerning the Cultural Revolution.
II: Mao Zedong’s Speeches, Directives, and Writings concerning the Cultural Revolution.
III: Lin Biao’s Speeches, Directives, and Writings concerning the Cultural Revolution.
IV: Speeches, Instructions, and Other Writings by CCP Leaders during the Cultural Revolution.
V: Important Newspaper and Magazine Editorials and Articles concerning the Cultural
VI: Important Documents of the Red Guards and the Mass Movement during the Cultural
VII: Important Documents of Heterodox Thoughts during the Cultural Revolution.

To facilitate the retrieval of the information included in this database, the materials are indexed in both
English and Chinese. However, the entire body of literature is not yet available in English owing to the vast
quantity of the literature and the overwhelming amount of resources that would be required to translate it
into English.
In terms of the interface of this CD-ROM database, it was designed exactly like a traditional open book.
The left-frame seems at first sight just a “Table of Contents,” and the right-frame looks like full-text pages
of each chapter as the search starts. However, thanks to Web technology, a further detailed table of
contents for each section arranged by dates will be automatically opened on the right-frame when a user
continues to click the sub-section (folder) on the left-frame (see Figures 1 and 2). If a user selects a
particular date, e.g., “Mao Zedong’s speeches in 1966” (see Figure 2), he/she will be able to view
immediately in the right-frame a list of Mao’s speeches in 1966 available in the Database. At the bottom of
the right-frame, it also indicates there are sixty speeches from 1966 housed in the Database.

Figure 1 The interface of the CD-ROM Database

3
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Figure 2 Function of left and right frames
The historical materials included in this database would amount to hundreds of print volumes, creating
serious storage problems. However, the advent of computerized technology makes it possible to condense
these materials into a compact disk, searchable by “author,” “title,” “time,” and “keyword.” In terms of
the multi-searching functions, it can be said that modern technology has helped to create this “Cultural
Revolution Museum,” an invaluable resource for both academic research and archival purposes. These
kinds of convenient searching functions not only give results promptly, but also they also provide a
historical overview about a person or an event and even trace the history of a popular slogan.
An example of the latter is a search for the phrase “A handful in the army” (see Figure 3) through
“Keyword Search.” When a user puts the phrase into the box of “Full-text Search (by keywords),” the
right-frame will give a tally of 78 documents in the Database: the first two appear in Zhou Enlai’s speech in
1966 and 1968 and an Editorial of the People’s Daily entitled “Warmly respond to Chairman Mao’s great
call and celebrate the establishment of the new CMC CRG” on Jan. 13, 1967. Apparently, this phrase was
created by the CCP with the approval of its top leader Mao. It is worth noting, however, that the frequentusage period for the phrase in CCP documents is the duration of the “Wuhan Incident” in July and August of
1967. From these documents, users also discover that it was Mao who made an about-face by criticizing
this phrase in September 1967 during his inspection tour in the provinces. After that, the phrase was soon
turned into a reactionary slogan denounced by all CCP’s documents in several political campaigns later,
such as the “Campaign to Eliminate the May Sixteenth Clique” in 1970s and the “Campaign to Clear up the
Three Kinds of People” in 1980s to suppress rebels. After reading the list of documents, a researcher could
easily conclude that those political campaigns were caused by totally contradictory policies of Mao and the
CCP. However, they turned thousands of ordinary people into victims.
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Figure 3 Keyword search of a particular phrase
Another major feature of the Database is that the editors created their own subject heading system for
“Subject Search.” The Database could not follow Library of Congress Subject Heading system (LCSH)
simply because there is only one LC subject heading for the Cultural Revolution, i.e., China -- History -Cultural Revolution, 1966-1976. Instead, the editors created 54 subject headings on most important
persons, events, and fields during the Cultural Revolution (see Figure 4). By using the Web technology, a
user only needs to click on those subject headings to obtain all materials in the Database related to this
theme. This powerful function provides a very convenient way to gather many documents for users who
may focus on one proposed topic.
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Figure 4 Editors created 54 subject headings on their own
Furthermore, the Database contains a unique “Date Search” function that affords users a chronological
view of the decade long turbulence. For instance, if a user selects a particular date in the left-frame, the
right-frame will immediately provide important CCP documents, CCP leaders’ speeches, People’s Daily
editorials and big character posts issued on that particular day (see Figure 5). Thus, it has painted a vivid
but detailed picture of the whole tumultuous decade if a user glances over the Database day by day.

Figure 5 Result of “Data Searching” on May 16, 1966
Another value of the Database is that it furnishes current and future researchers and scholars with the most
convenient ways to utilize substantial primary sources. The Database was universally hailed by scholars
worldwide, such as Professor Andrew Walder (2002), Professor Yu Yingshi (2002), Dr. Jonathan Unger (2002),
Dr. Michael Schoenhals (2003) and Dr. Warren Sun (2003) as “an extraordinary achievement” and “a
monumental reference tool” for the Cultural Revolution, when it first emerged in 2002.
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Breaking Through Government Censorship through the Internet
Whereas the CD-ROM format of Chinese Cultural Revolution Database was created by professionals, the
“Virtual Museum of the Cultural Revolution” is a website built by volunteers who have used web technology
to digitize its collection. In terms of contents, most documents in the “Virtual Museum of the Cultural
Revolution” are published research articles, which differs from the first-hand archives in the Database.
However, this website has its own meaningful future for the Cultural Revolution studies as it is the first
website entirely devoted to collecting and exhibiting historical materials and commentaries related to that
chaotic decade.
The first important feature of this virtual museum is its multi-format of collections. In the words of the
editor of the museum, Dr. Xinmin Hua (2002), “The aim is to collect and preserve any format of Cultural
Revolution-related historical materials before a physical Cultural Revolution Museum is built in the
future.”2 This general goal gives the website great flexibility to house a variety of materials, including
historical pictures, research papers and even books. Taking a glance of this virtual museum
(http://museums.cnd.org/CR/), one could find it sorted into eight “Exhibition Areas.” These exhibition
areas are (1) “Documents and Sources,” (2) “Research and Studies,” (3) “In Search of History,” (4)
“Personal Narratives,” (5) “The Sent Down Generation,” (6) “Echoes from Overseas,” (7) “Celebrities of
Revolution,” and (8) “Literature and Artistic Works.” (See Figure 6) In addition, newly collected articles
are published in “Cultural Revolution Museum Bulletin” (see Figure 7) once or twice a month as supplement
issues of the Chinese News Digest. These new items, while being posted to respective exhibition areas in
the museum, are also listed in the museum's “New Collections” area, to keep visitors updated.

Figure 6 Interface of Virtual Museum of the “Cultural Revolution”
Since 2003, the museum has also housed historical photos of the Cultural Revolution, which to date number
around 200 (see Figure 8).

2

Hue, Xinmin, “An Introduction to the Virtual Cultural Revolution Museum,” The 53rd Annual Meeting of the Association
for Asian Studies, Washington D.C. April 7, 2002.
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Figure 7 Issue no. 282 of the Cultural Revolution Museum Bulletin

Figure 8 Photo collection in the Cultural Revolution Virtual Museum
Another principal feature of the museum is its circulation and communication method, i.e. it utilizes e-mail
to deliver its Bulletin to subscribers worldwide and allows visitors to download any content of the museum
in some FTP-sites. Up to now, the museum exhibits over 1,000 titles of articles containing nearly 8 million
Chinese characters. Since 1996, the museum has successfully delivered 284 issues of “Cultural Revolution
Museum Bulletin” to its tens of thousands of subscribers, mainly in mainland China. For daily visitors of the
website, it has reached 150 people per day on average, and around 60,000 yearly. There is no doubt that
technology has provides a cutting-edge weapon for breaking through Chinese government censorship on this
sensitive topic.
Last but not least, as the Internet becomes more and more accessible to the Chinese people, the editors of
the virtual museum have received more and more contributions from researchers inside mainland China.
The virtual museum, particularly its Bulletin, has turned a simple digest into a real online journal for the
publications of many articles that are banned in mainland China. It matters very much for this transition
because this newly established platform has greatly encouraged the Chinese scholars in their struggle for
academic freedom. It has also produced a noteworthy increase of the contributors from inside China, who
8
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not only include the representatives of a younger generation of Cultural Revolution researchers, but also
attract more and more well-known scholars. The long list of authors include Professor Wang Nianyi, a
senior researcher in the PLA on the Cultural Revolution and author of the well known book The Years of
Great Chaos, Mr. He Shu, a famous expert on CCP’s history in Sichuan Province, Professor Tang Shaojie, a
scholar at Tsinghua University, and Professor Yin Hongbiao at Beijing University. Because of the vast space
the online journal is capable of providing, the Bulletin often carries long personal narratives and memoirs
in installments. An example of this was the personal memoirs of Mr. Zhou Ziren, who was an editor of an
important Red Guard tabloid in the city of Chongqing during the Cultural Revolution. His memoirs very
truthfully reflected the life and thoughts of college students in that turbulent decade.
Having analyzed how modern technology has assumed increasing prominence in the Cultural Revolution
studies, the key to any successful future undertaking is the ability to keep abreast of the fast growing
technology. It seems, fortunately, that the scholars and librarians who were and are still working on either
the CD-ROM Database or the Virtual Museum fully recognize this trend. The editors of the CD-ROM
Database will publish a new Web-version database with an addition of nearly 2,000 new documents in
spring 2006. The Virtual Museum will also develop its new photo and relic collections in the near future.
Despite the passage of time and CCP’s attempts to conceal the facts and discourage Cultural Revolution
studies both inside China and overseas, the Chinese people’s memories of the Cultural Revolution remain
fresh. Their interest in the Cultural Revolution studies has not abated. Many in China as well as overseas
today believe that efforts to uncover the facts about the Cultural Revolution will help move political
reform and democracy forward in China. Those who don’t remember the past are condemned to repeat it.
Thus, the benefits of involving the modern technology such as CD-ROM Database and websites in the effort
to document the Cultural Revolution are manifold and substantial. They provide significant mechanisms to
help strengthen people’s collective memories, preserve the truth about the Cultural Revolution, and gain
deep and fresh insights into contemporary Chinese history as well as current events in China.
References
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FIVE FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS
TO JUMPSTART A NEW EAST ASIAN COLLECTION∗
Zou Xiuying

State University of New York, Binghamton

Introduction
Starting a collection from scratch can be very tough, especially for a collection in the East Asian languages,
where the whole acquisition business is quite different from mainstream collections. Chinese people often
compare a new endeavor to a “blank sheet of paper.” If you lack the proper skills, you may be able only to
make some scratches on the paper, but if you have the right combination of design, layout, color, and
skills, you can make a beautiful picture out of it. The same is true with starting a new East Asian
collection. The librarian shouldering such a responsibility must possess personal capabilities, professional
competencies, as well as the ability to create a favorable working and cultural environment.
In this paper, I shall concentrate on five fundamental elements that a new librarian should pay attention to
in order to get the collection started in the right direction, that will result, in time, in a “beautiful
picture.” These five fundamental elements are User relations, Vendor relations, Colleague relations,
Inter-collegiate relations, and Gifts and Exchanges.
User Relations
To develop a new East Asian collection, the librarian must know who are the primary users, what their
information needs are, and how to maintain close ties with them. Undoubtedly, in an academic library,
the major users of the East Asian collections would be faculty and students in the appropriate
departments, institutes and research program. The librarian should serve as good liaison with them in
order to know their information needs well, and to incorporate those needs into collection development.
There are many ways for the librarian to maintain close ties with the primary users, including but not
limited to:
• Meeting with the departmental representatives to inform them of library resources, to know
program needs, and to solve any information problems they may have
• Establishing profiles for each faculty member of the appropriate departments and program to know
their teaching and research focus
• Contacting new faculty and graduate students (especially PhDs) to learn their research interests
and expectations
• Effectively publicizing newly acquired library resources
• Keeping various program records, such as research activities, grants received, and curriculum
offerings. Such information permits the librarian to anticipate and provide for the current and
changing needs of the faculty and students in their research and studies.
Once the user groups, program research, and teaching focuses are identified, the librarian, in cooperation
with other library staff, should work out a feasible collection development policy on criteria for titles to be
selected, and on future directions the collection should take. For a new East Asian collection, the
collection development policy must set up collection priorities for language sources, chronological periods,
geographical areas, subject treatment, material formats, date of publication, and place of publication, all
of which are based on program needs.

∗

This paper is based on a talk given at Binghamton University Libraries in 2003, and covers collection development for
print resources only.
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The librarian will also need to plan and allocate the collection budget carefully in order to make most
efficient and effective use of limited funds. To do this, the librarian will need to know user groups and any
particular emphasis of the program subject areas.
Therefore, user relations enable the librarian to know what materials to select and collect.
Vendor Relations
To obtain materials selected according to guidelines set up in the collection development policy, the
librarian needs to develop good vendor relations to facilitate the purchase of those materials and their
distribution to the library. Since the majority of the materials in an East Asian collection are published and
purchased from abroad, the importance of oversea vendors in East Asian collection development is selfevident. For those who may find the term unfamiliar in this context, vendors are book-dealers or booksellers. They gather books from publishers and sell them to libraries. They are valued for many of the
services and benefits to the library. They save time and money by book discounts, fast delivery, and
special services to meet the collection’s specific needs.
East Asian vendors provide the selector of East Asian materials with a variety of selection tools, such as
• Printed book list of new, current, or future publications. Often these book lists are
annotated. They provide the selector with more accurate information on whether the
prospective title is relevant to the collection’s needs.
• Online lists of recent publications.
• Blanket order program and approval plan arrangements. However, blanket order and
approval plan have not proven to be very effective. Title-by-title selection from vendors’ book
lists is still the most commonly adopted method for selection of CJK materials. That is another
reason why good and reliable vendors must be used.
There are many vendors of East Asian materials. A few of the most well-known are China International
Book Trading Corporation, China National Publishing Industry Trading Corporation, Shanghai Book Traders,
Japan Publication Trading Company, and Panmum Book Cooperation (for Korea materials). The librarian
needs to investigate their respective strengths and availability in order to make effective use of them.
Colleague Relations
A new East Asian collection is usually a one-librarian situation, and organizationally the collection is
nestled in the mainstream collections. It does not have the division of labor that is found in a regular East
Asian library. To accomplish the work needing to be done, the East Asian studies librarian needs
cooperation and support from colleagues in almost all other library departments or units. For instance,
• Administrative support for collection budget
• System support for the installation, maintenance and trouble-shooting of CJK cataloging
software
• Technical services support for processing CJK materials, from ordering to receiving, invoicing,
and payment
• The negotiation of licenses for electronic databases
• The coordination of special reference and instructional services
• Administrative support for professional development, networking, book buying trips, etc.
Teamwork and good colleague relations are essential here. It is very important to remember that the East
Asian studies librarian can never work in isolation. His or her work is both directly and indirectly related to
every other library department and unit. Without cooperation from colleagues in those departments and
units, little can be done.
Intercollegiate Relations
Once a collection is under development, it needs to make itself known to other collections. It also needs
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support from other collections in the United States and abroad. Good intercollegiate relations can help
achieve both.
One very effective way to establish good intercollegiate relations is through active involvement in
professional associations. In the case of East Asian collections, the most relevant organization is the
Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL), an affiliate organization of the Association for Asian Studies. CEAL
is the North American East Asian studies librarians’ forum for the discussion of East Asian library issues and
problems of common concern. It publishes the Journal of East Asian Libraries three times a year. There
are committees dealing with Chinese, Japanese, and Korean materials, technical processing, technology,
and public services. It also maintains a listserv, Eastlib. Journal articles and committee workshop reports
discuss library-vendor relations, current East Asian publishing trends, cataloging rule interpretations as
applied to special East Asian materials, current projects (such as the Pinyin conversion project), and so on.
By attending the annual conference, contributing to the Journal, participating in the listserv discussions,
and serving on the committees, the librarian is actually acting as an ambassador of goodwill for the
collection and institution he or she represents. Such activities not only help the librarian keep abreast of
current and future trends in East Asian librarianship, but also greatly contribute to good intercollegiate
relations, and promote the image and publicity of the collection and institution he or she represents.
V. Gifts and Exchange Programs
Good intercollegiate relations provide professional support that is very important to the development of a
new East Asian collection. This support is materialized through gifts and exchange programs. Considering
the relatively long interval between the ordering and receiving of East Asian materials (usually 4-6
months), and considering the increasing publication costs, high shipping fee and postage for materials
purchased overseas (approximately 20-40% of the total cost), gifts and exchanges appear to be very
pragmatic and economical ways of developing a good size collection in a short time. Some gifts may not
immediately fit in the collection scope or may be duplicates of what is already in the collection, but they
can be used as gifts to other institutions. So gifts and exchange can be another way to publicize and
promote your collection and institute.
Gift materials may come from faculty members (their own publications as well as private collections),
library friends (both are good sources for filling gaps in serials and periodicals), libraries (national,
academic, public, etc.), research institutes, foundations, government or non-governmental organizations,
etc.
Major gifts and exchange partners for Chinese language materials:
• Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange: http://www.cckf.org/
• National Central Library of Taiwan :
http://www.ncl.edu.tw/english/english.htm
• National Library of China (Beijing): http://www.nlc.gov.cn
For Japanese Materials:
• The Japan Foundation: http://www.jpf.go.jp/e/index.html
• North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/
For Korean materials: The Korean Foundations: http://www.kofo.org.kr
Conclusion
As I mentioned at the very beginning of the paper, starting a new collection from scratch can be very
tough. Apart from the librarian’s personal capabilities, other aspects are also very important. I believe
good relations and networking with collection users, colleagues on and off campus, and vendors home and
abroad can create a very favorable working and cultural environment to get the collection well started. As
the English proverb goes, “Well begun is half done.”
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides an overview of the latest developments and challenges of authority
work implemented in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. This paper is divided into three
different parts.
Part I describes the newly established Coordination Committee on Cooperation of
Chinese Name Authority (CCCNA) and its second annual meeting held in Beijing, China in
October 2004. The meeting was hosted by the National Library of China, with
participating members coming from three different regions.
At the meeting,
representatives of each authority project presented their latest developments and
agreed to cooperation in an on-going fashion. With the common goal to align with
international standards on authority work, the committee acknowledged the existing
differences among the authority files, but agreed to work to increase the reusability, as
well as content coverage of the records among the member libraries.
The
establishment of CCCNA is a milestone in Chinese authority work -- will this facilitate
the creation of a virtual Chinese authority file?
Part II focuses on the latest developments and achievements of the HKCAN Project.
Due to the restrictions in the character encoding, the lack of Z39.50 design, and other
limitations, the HKCAN Database Host Library – the University Library System of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong initiated in mid 2003, development of a new XML
model. The new features of the new XML model have eliminated many obstacles that
had previously hindered an effective sharing and exchanges of data on an international
scale.
Part III -- In terms of the HKCAN Database’s size and coverage, HKCAN Member Library,
Lingnan University Library has begun to introduce a large number of Chinese name
authority records to the Database, with special focus on the Chinese contemporary
Chinese composers, lyrists, music performers – people who caused significant influence
on modern Chinese history, as well as other social and cultural developments. It
documents how these newly added records become unique characteristics of the HKCAN
Database, as well as investigates how these authority data contribute to the scholarly
studies and research of modern Chinese history and cultural developments.
The future of regional resource sharing and cooperation among libraries in East Asia has
yet to be shaped, and Chinese libraries are learning the ropes in authority work. The
authors are confident that their efforts in cooperation on authority work can ultimately
benefit other libraries worldwide.
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I.

LEARNING THE ROPES : COOPERATION IN AUTHORITY WORK

To build quality into the library catalogue is a big challenge for many Chinese libraries. The Chinese
character sets, input, display, and indexing of the original Chinese characters are only the start.
Amongst the other challenges are authority control of Chinese headings and the use of authority records
to enhance the library catalogue so that users will be able to identify and select Chinese resources
comprehensively with ease and precision. However, with a commitment to establish national or
regional authority file and to improve online catalogues, Chinese libraries have made significant progress
in authority work in recent years, and the efforts are made to sustain cooperation and sharing of
authority data.
In Hong Kong, the initiative to cooperate on Chinese authority work began in 1998 when the Joint
Symposium on Library & Information Services / (區域合作新紀元--海峽兩岸圖書館與資訊服務硏討會)1
was held at the Lingnan University, Hong Kong. Attended also by librarians from China, Taiwan,
Singapore and Macao, the symposium concluded with recommendations on continuous cooperation in
building Chinese-language resources in the region. A preparation meeting was then held at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong in 1999 during the Conference on Chinese Libraries for the 21st Century / (二十
一世 紀中 文圖 書館 學術 會議) 2 . In June 2000, hosted by the National Library of China, the first
Conference on Chinese Resources & Cooperation (CCRC) / (第一次中文文獻資源共建共享合作會議)3 was
successfully held in Beijing, China. The first CCRC conference was a milestone in cooperation and
resources sharing among Chinese libraries. A total number of eight cooperative projects were initially
agreed upon by the participating libraries with a lead institution for each of the projects.
(a)

THE INITIAL PHASE:
From 2000 to 2003, the Hong Kong Lingnan University was the lead institution for the Chinese
Authority Project. This is the period when libraries within the region devoted their effort in
building their authority files, progress reports were made each year at the annual CCRC conference.
There are four major Chinese authority files developed in the region:

(b)

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF CHINA (中 國 國 家 圖 書 館 ):
The National Library of China (NLC) (previously the Beijing Library) was founded in 1909. In the
past decade, NLC has made great progress in establishing standards for authority records, as well as
building different authority files. In the middle of 1980s, NLC developed the China MARC
(CN-MARC) format, which is based on the existing UNIMARC structure. To further promote
authority work and sharing of data among libraries throughout Mainland China, NLC published the
first edition of China MARC (CN-MARC) Format for Authority Data 《中國機讀規範格式》 in 1989, and
in 2002 a revised edition was issued to update to the latest IFLA UBCIM UNIMARC/Authority.
Another important publication was the Guidelines for Authority and Reference Entry for Chinese
language materials 《中文圖書名稱規範款目著錄規則》. NLC began in 1995 to build a national
name authority file, and by end of 2004, the number of records rapidly increased to over 550,000.
The authority records can now be viewed under the browse mode on the NLC online catalogue.
(For the sample record of NLC, please refer to APPENDIX I)

1

Joint Symposium on Library & Information Services: http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/symposium/

2

Conference on Chinese Libraries in the 21st Century: http://www.lib.cuhk.edu.hk/conference/conf.htm

3

Related websites:
2nd Conference on Chinese Resources & Cooperation (Chinese only): http://catweb.ncl.edu.tw/1-1-12.htm
3rd Conference on Chinese Resources & Cooperation (Chinese only):
http://www.library.gov.mo/CDDCC/intro.html

4th Conference on Chinese Resources Cooperation & Development (Chinese only):
htt //
j t
/ j / ht
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(c)

CALIS - China Academic Library & Information System (中 國 高 等 教 育 文 獻 保 障 系 統 ):
China Academic Library and Information System (CALIS) is one of the “211 Project”, supported by
the State Commission of Education in Mainland China. The Union Catalogue Project was
spearheaded by the Peking University Library, and jointly developed by the member libraries of
CALIS. Upon the successful implementation of the union cataloguing system in 2002, CALIS
embarked on the design and building of the authority control system and authority file. With
ingenious system support and cooperative effort from member libraries to clean-up headings in the
bibliographic database, CALIS managed to use their system to automatically generate 467,000
preliminary personal name authority records. All CN-MARC authority records are now linked to
bibliographic records in the database to allow global updating of headings in the CALIS union
catalogue. (For the sample record of CALIS, please refer to APPENDIX II)

(d)

TAIWAN:
In Taiwan, the National Bibliographic Information Network (NBINet) / (全國圖書資訊網路)4 is the
leading bibliographic utility under the auspices of the National Central Library (NCL). In 1998, the
NCL cooperated with the National Taiwan University Library (NTUL) to build a Chinese name
authority file. The initial authority file was built by merging the two different sets of records from
the two libraries. The authority records are in Chinese MARC (CMARC format). At present, the
Chinese Name Authority Database (CNAD)/(中文名稱權威資料庫) contains over 566,000 records.
(For the sample record of CNAD, please refer to APPENDIX III)

(e)

HONG KONG:
The Hong Kong Chinese Authority (Name) (HKCAN) project began in 1999 as a cooperative
programme among seven major academic libraries. The Hong Kong academic libraries use
authority records from U.S. National Authority File (NAF). The lack of Chinese script headings in
the US authority records led the libraries to find a solution to better serve the bilingual user
community. The initial objective of the HKCAN Workgroup was to design a new MARC model for
parallel headings, and to build an authority file that could be shared among member libraries and
the local community.
The project adopted MARC21 format for the authority data, and the initial
file was built by merging all the authority records contributed by the seven HKCAN member libraries.
The HKCAN database was officially launched in November 2002. By the end of 2004, the HKCAN
Database /(中文名稱規範數據庫) contains about 125,000 records. (For progress & achievements of
HKCAN, please refer to APPENDIX IV)

(f) SUMMARY TABLE OF THE FOUR AUTHORITY PROJECTS:
Libraries
National Library
of China
CALIS
Taiwan

Number of records

MARC Formats

Chinese Encodings

500,000

CN-MARC

Unicode

467,000
566,000

CN-MARC
CMARC

HKCAN

125,000

MARC21

Unicode
Big5
Unicode (XML)
EACC (MARC21)

(g) The Coordination Committee on Cooperation of Chinese Name Authorities (CCCNA):
To facilitate the sharing and cooperation of Chinese name authority work in the region, a
coordination committee was set up in October 2003, with representatives from the major authority
projects. The workgroup meeting agreed on the establishment of the Coordination Committee on
Cooperation of Chinese Name Authorities / (中文名稱規範聯合協調委員會), and the objectives are
as follows:
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(1) to promote and coordinate research and planning on Chinese authority work among China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Macau;
(2) to harmonize the different standards used among the projects, with the common goal to align
with international convention;
(3) to explore different mechanisms for further cooperation and resource sharing;
(4) to promote academic exchange of authority work.
In the 2004 meeting, it was agreed to recruit more influential libraries to join the coordination
committee, and that the authority files be shared among member libraries free or at cost.
The set up of the coordination committee is a manifestation of the determination among the
Chinese libraries to share and cooperate on authority work. The Committee acknowledges the
differences in the cataloguing rules used among the participating libraries, and the special
characteristics of each community. For example, the Hong Kong libraries will continue to
accommodate Cantonese (a Chinese regional dialect) romanization of Chinese names, while the
Taiwan libraries will continue to use traditional characters for all their name headings. It is
unrealistic to have a unique form of Chinese name to be used among all libraries.
There is however, a strong commitment to have system that is designed with conversion capability,
in order to increase the reusability of records. The CALIS system has added the functionality to
convert simplified characters to traditional characters. The Taiwan authority database allows
options to export data in CMARC or MARC21 format. The Chinese libraries are now learning the
ropes of cooperation, the built-in system functions and the increasing use of UNICODE as storage
code will no doubt greatly facilitate data sharing & exchange among the libraries.
With the solid experience gained from building authority file for personal names, the Chinese
libraries will proceed to cooperate in the future to extend the authority work to cover corporate
names, uniform titles, and most importantly, the geographic names. We are optimistic that the
efforts of the Chinese name authority projects will greatly benefit libraries in the region and
beyond.
II.

HKCAN DATABASE – THE NEW XML MODEL

In September 2004, it was reported that a total number of 164,293 authority records were collected
from all seven participating libraries of the HKCAN Project. From October 2001 to July 2002 (for about
15 months), the HKCAN Database Host Institution, together with the Lingnan University Library (Hong
Kong), allocated their existing cataloguing staff to work intensively on duplication removal inside the
HKCAN Database. Upon the completion of the database consolidation, there were approximately
110,000 clean and unique authority records remaining inside the HKCAN Database. In other words,
about 40,000 duplicate records had been removed manually from the Database during the duplication
removal.
After the initial duplication removal, all member libraries were encouraged to continue their record
contributions to the Database on a regular basis, with the aim of expanding the Database’s size and
coverage under a steady rate, as well as to avoid submitting duplicate records. According to the latest
statistics (as of December 2004), the HKCAN Database was reported to contain a total number of 127,010
unique authority records. About 60% of these records were originally created by the seven participating
members, while the remaining 40% were enhanced based on the LC records. The average growth rate
of the HKCAN Database was about 1,000 new records per month. (For HKCAN overall statistics, please
refer to APPENDIX V & VI)
From October 2002 to June 2003, trial access to the HKCAN Database was granted to 13 different trial
users, representing different local and overseas individuals, as well as other libraries and information
institutions, including Dr. Clement Arsenault (Professor of School Library & Information Science,
University of Montreal) Based on comments collected from the trial users generally speaking they
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capability of displaying and searching Chinese characters in original script. The major drawback was
that the HKCAN records could not be downloaded directly to individual members’ cataloguing systems,
which seriously discouraged users from using the HKCAN Database actively. Owing to the deficiency in
not being able to support the interactive transfer of records, the HKCAN Workgroup decided that a new
software be developed to better serve the members’ needs, as well as to facilitate records sharing and
collaboration with other libraries on a global scale. (From the list of HKCAN trial users, please refer to
APPENDIX VII)
In October 2003, the HKCAN Database Host Institution (University Library System, The Chinese University
of Hong Kong) took the initiative to develop the new HKCAN Software. The new HKCAN Database now
operates under the XML environment, and also includes many new features and functionalities, and they
are as follows:
1.

Runs on XML (eXtensible Markup Language) Web Environment – allowing applications written in
different languages and on different platforms to communicate with each other through established
Internet protocols.

2.

Enables Chinese characters to be stored in Unicode UTF-8 (8-bit Unicode Transformation Format).

3.

MARC records are also stored with EACC code.

4.

OAI (Open Archives Initiative) 5 compliant for harvesters –- under development for HKCAN
database, to facilitate the efficient dissemination of content. In other words, metadata can be
"harvested", and all the records can then be jointly searched and retrieved as if they were all in one
global collection, accessible to everyone.

5.

Adheres to MARC XML Schema6 – enables MARC record data to go through further transformations
such as Dublin Core and/or processes such as validation.

6.

Exports in MARC format (Chinese characters in EACC code) or Unicode UTF8.

7.

Is built on Tamino XML Server.7

8.

Fully integrated with the Innopac system, allowing authority records to be imported to Innopac one
by one or in batch.

9.

Provides choice of display, in either MARC or text format.

10. Access Control by login name and password and/or IP address.
11. Provides Administrative Mode for editing and browsing of records before uploading.
12. Provides functions for collecting statistical data for management purposes.
13. Supports the cross-indexing and cross-searching of both simplified and traditional Chinese
characters under the same platform.

5

OAI (Open Archives Initiative): http://www.openarchives.org

6

MARC XML Schema: http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/
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With the newly introduced functionalities, the new HKCAN XML model not only enhances effectiveness
for data presentation, data exchange, as well as data manipulation, (e.g., enhancing the flexibility for
describing and processing name records in multiple Romanization forms and scripts, as well as
interoperability with other metadata, etc.), its new features also facilitate the HKCAN Host Institution in
performing various administrative tasks, (e.g., collecting statistical data, as well as record editing, etc).
The development of the new HKCAN Software was divided into different stages. (For the flowchart of
HKCAN XML data processing, please refer to APPENDIX VIII)
In August 2003, with concepts modeled after the VIAF8 and LEAF9 Project, the One-Stop Searching
facility was developed by the HKCAN Host Institution, allowing the following name authority databases in
a simultaneous fashion.

8

VIAF (Virtual International Authority File): http://www.nii.ac.jp/publications/CJK-WS3/cjk3-08a.pdf,
http://www.iccu.sbn.it/TillettAF.ppt, http://www.oclc.org/research/projects/viaf/default.htm
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1.
2.
3.
4.

HKCAN – Hong Kong Chinese Authority Name / (香港中文名稱規範數據庫)
CNAD -- Chinese Name Authority Database (Taiwan) / (中文名稱權威資料庫)10
LCNA -- Library of Congress Name Authority File
NLC -- National Library of China - Chinese Name Authority Database / (中國國家圖書館 - 中文名称
规范数据库)11


Note: while the One-Stop Searching Mechanism was being developed by HKCAN Host Institute
(CUHK), CALIS’s authority control module was still under construction. Hence, it was not
included in the above One Stop Searching Webpage.

Because names of persons may have different accepted forms in different national authority files, they
frequently pose problems in transcriptions and transliterations. As a result, the setup of the One-Stop
Searching facility has enabled the users to search across different authority files under the same
platform concurrently -- enabling a unified retrieval from different expressions, together with more
useful references and biographic notes of the same name.
II.

HKCAN DATABASE -- 2005 NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Based on HKCAN Workgroup’s cumulative statistics, Lingnan University Library (Hong Kong) has
contributed some 1,000 uniquely created Chinese authority records to the HKCAN Database, from the
period of February 2002 to November 2004. About 15% of these records are related to the people in the
movie and popular music industries in Hong Kong, e.g.:
1.
廖偉雄, 1958- / Liao, Weixiong, 19582.
劉家良, 1934- / Liu, Jialiang, 19343.
黃家駒, 1962- / Wong, Ka Kui, 1962-

10

For details on CNAD, please refer to article, Chinese Authority Control Works in Asia : an Overview” – presented at
the “International Conference on Authority Control, published under Cataloguing & Classification Quarterly (2004),
Volume: 39 Issue No. 1/2.
11

For details on NLC Chinese Name Authority Database, please refer to article, Chinese Authority Control Works in
Asia : an Overview” – presented at the “International Conference on Authority Control, published under Cataloguing
& Cl ifi ti Q
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4.
鄒文懷, 1927- / Zou, Wenhuai, 1927And on 16th December 2004, the JULAC-HKCAN Workgroup announced that a large number of authority
name headings, featuring mainly modern Chinese musicians and composers will be added to the HKCAN
Database. The new action is a result of the Naxos Music Library MARC Conversion Project,
implemented by Lingnan University Library (Hong Kong) in November 2004. For this special Project,
Lingnan Library converted a total number of 4,676 Naxos Music Library titles into MARC format, so that
these records could be inter-searchable with other library collections under Lingnan’s OPAC. Among
these 4,676 Naxos Music Library titles, about 2.5% (about 115 unique titles) of them render on the theme
of modern and classical China music, composed from the late 19th century to present.
The collection of Chinese music held inside the Naxos Music Library spans the year from late 19th century
to present. Its strength lies within its thorough documentations of early twentieth-century China
through traditional, folk, popular music, etc. The organization collection 115 titles, includes dance,
drinking, romantic, as well as Chinese Model Operas of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese orchestral music
etc. Naxos’ Chinese music collection contains many illustrations about many different aspects of the
Chinese life, Wars, Chinese Cultural Revolution, country life, patriotism, and humour Chinese literary
classics, e.g., The Butterfly Lovers Concerto (梁祝小提琴協奏), Yellow River Cantata (黄河大合唱),
Dream of the Red Mansions (紅樓夢), The White-Haired Girl (白毛女), etc. In other words, on top of
their aesthetic and artistic value, an investigation of this music collection reveals much about the history
and social of life modern China – a social commentary of modern China and a distinctive record of their
time.
Authority Control for Chinese Music Titles – Why is it Important?
With the addition of multimedia content to the library collection, it becomes even more important to
enhance users’ ability to search, identify, navigate or browse through a collection that consists of both
printed and digital objects. The users must be able to navigate aimlessly inside the online catalogue.
As a result, after successfully converting the 4,676 MARC from Naxos Music Library records into the online
catalogue, Lingnan Library’s cataloguing staff also began to create original Chinese authority records for
individual persons and corporate bodies, those bearing responsibilities of the recordings of Chinese music,
found inside the Naxos Music Library. For the users, the authority records will facilitate bi- and
multi-directional linking between bibliographic records of different media. For the cataloguers, these
newly created authority records will provide contextual clues, which aid in telling one composer from
another musician or literary author that happens to bear the same name.
It is expected that by the end of the project, the Lingnan Library will contribute some 300 personal name
authority records (e.g. Chinese composers, lyrists, poets, other performers of various musical
instruments, etc.), together with over thirty corporate bodies (professional music groups) to the HKCAN
Database.
For this social project, Ms. YU Shuangshuang (喻爽爽) (Associate Research Librarian of Peking University
Library and staff of Online Cooperative Cataloguing Centre of CALIS12), was invited to visit Lingnan
University Library (Hong Kong), from mid-November to mid-December 2004, to assist Lingnan Library’s
Cataloguing Section to create original authority records for the Chinese musician-performers and
professional music groups, associated with the recordings under the Naxos series. According to YU
Shuangshuang, “Chinese authority projects in Mainland China, and in Taiwan concentrate mostly on
literary authors. This is the first-time that authority records at large are created to Chinese musicians
and lyrists.”
For this authority records, all records were manually created, in other words, with the intervention of a
fully-trained cataloguer. The cataloguer read the bibliographic records, and then determined the need
to an authority record. He or she extracted the relevant information from either the bibliographic
records or the hard-copy CDs, and then formulated it into the authority records.
All the unique forms of the names established for this project did not only include those bearing
responsibilities for the recording (composers, librettists, lyrists, arrangers), but also other people
12
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related to the performance (singers, players, conductors, ensembles, etc.). All the new headings
created are most useful for the cataloguers and reference librarians to identify each person
(musician-performers) or corporate body (professional music groups, e.g., Hong Kong Philharmonic
Orchestra). The result is that it enhanced the overall precision and comprehensiveness in terms of
OPAC retrieval for the users. (Please refer to 2 Sample records in APPENDIX IX)
In addition to helping the users retrieve music, these authority records were also very useful for users for
tracking lyrics, melodies, and information pertaining to finished original songs or those being written.
These records will not only benefit the users, but also many cataloguers by decreasing the amount of
authority work they need to do locally. In other words, it improves the overall efficiency, and
eliminates redundancy for both the cataloguers and the users.

Issues Arisen When Establishing Authority for Chinese Musicians:
Names of persons active at an international level have different accepted forms in different national
authority files, and they frequently pose issues of transcriptions transliteration, e.g., 馬友友, his
“Yau-yau MA” and “Yoyo MA” are the same individual, e.g.:
Name in
original
script:
馬友友
翁倩玉
陳美齡

Commonly
known English
form/established
LCNA form:
Ma, Yoyo
Ongg, Judy
Chan, Agnes
Miling Kaneko

Ma, Youyou
Weng,Qianyu

Other commonly
known Romanized
form but comply
with standard
Pinyin:
Ma, Yoyo
N.A.

Cellist
Pop singer

Chen, Meiling

N.A.

Pop singer

Standard Pinyin
form should be:

Specialty:

On the other hand, names of persons active at a local level are seldom adequately documented in local
and in other music reference tools, e.g.:
Name in
original
script:

Commonly known
English form:

Standard Pinyin
form should be:

Other commonly
known Romanized
form but comply
with standard
Pinyin:

廖昌永

N.A.

Liao, Changyong

N.A.

李垂誼

Lee, Trey

Li, Chuiyi

Lee, Chui Yee

黎小田

Lai, Michael

Li, Xiaotian

N.A.

張弦
許翔威

N.A.
Hui, Cheung Wai

Zhang, Xian
Xu, Xiangwei

N.A.
N.A.

Specialty:
Singer
(vocalist baritone)
Cellist
Composer
(Chinese pop
music)
Conductor
Composer

Value & Impact on Chinese Studies & Other Cultural Reasons:
According to a report by Marlena Frackowski, a huge number of music authority records were created
through the NACO Music Project, involving 65 participating institutions, and the total number of new and
changed headings were 130,321. Throughout the years, extensive research has been conducted on the
cataloguing of Western music materials. The discussions of authority control for music materials focus
mostly on different aspects of bibliographic relationships. The literature of librarianship focusing on
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been dominated by mostly male European or North American composers and lyrists, while criticism and
studies of Chinese music traditions tend to be overwhelmed by the Western counterpart.
Nonetheless, currently, discussions of authority control for music focus primarily on different aspects of
bibliographic relationships, for it is the general existence of these relationships among music materials
that creates the need for authority control. The literature of Chinese music librarianship on this topic is
not extensive. Compelled by various cultural as well as scholarly reasons, it is recognized by the library
community that there is a need to promote and focus in the cataloguing process on all kinds of
documents as well as sound recordings preserving music and information about musical events,
regardless of materials, and developed reference tools and standards.
CONCLUSION
It is self-evident that name authority control is a vital component of any catalogue, and it also provides a
powerful mechanism for information discovery. It is also an indispensable part of the cataloguing
process.
The values and results of this authority Project are summarized as follows:
1.

Upon the completion of this Project, there will be about 300 individual artists and ensemble groups
(with works recorded under the Naxos label) represented inside Lingnan’s bibliographic catalogue,
as well as inside the HKCAN Database.
In addition to bringing convenience to online retrieval, all
this information will also serve as a valuable research resource for the recording industry, as well as
evolution or turning points in terms of compositional techniques, use of musical languages,
throughout different stages of modern Chinese music.

2.

Enabling searching over a variety of documents, as well as across different media (such as books,
serials, audio, audiovisual, software, abstract works, visual materials, etc.).

3.

Enhancing the intellectual access to the collections – allowing unified retrieval from multiple
translations or different expressions of the same work – in other words, allowing users the ability to
search across different collections in different media or formats.

4.

In addition to traditional literary authors, HKCAN Database is broadening its size and coverage by
including personal and corporate names of Chinese musician-performers, as well as other
professional music groups. This will help the Database create a unique identity for the HKCAN
Database -- an identity that is built upon a unique coverage. At the same time, it will not
duplicate manpower and efforts in creating name headings that are readily available in the
authority files in Mainland China and Taiwan.
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(APPENDIX IV)
PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENTS (May 2002 - June 2005)
May 2002

August 2002



HKCAN Database Trial Access was granted to Abraham YU (Associate of OCLC)
for his comparative studies on the Chinese authority files.



Upon HKCAN Workgroup‘s request, Library of Congress (US) replied and
announced to change the Hong Kong name heading back to “Hong Kong
(China)”.



Lucia TSUI (Librarian of Hong Kong Institute of Education) was appointed by
JULAC to serve as the new Chair of the HKCAN Workgroup.



Maria LAU would continue to serve as the Representative of the Host
Institution.



HKCAN Database’s Search Mode 2nd Version developed by software vendor TTS
(Taiwan) was ready for testing.



HKCAN official Seminar & Opening13 was launched by the Workgroup on 4th
October 2002, at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, with international
keynote speakers including:

August 2002

September
2002

October 2002

13

Dr. Barbara TILLETT (Chief of Cataloging Policy and Support Office of
the US Library of Congress)

2.

Joan ALIPRAND
Consortium)

3.

Charlene CHOU (Serials Cataloguer, Columbia Univ. Libraries;
Member of MARBI Multilingual Task Force)

4.

Joyce PO & Lolita KWOK (HKCAN Workgroup)

5.

Aaron BLAZER (Director of International Customer Sales of III)

(Senior

Analyst,

RLG;

Secretary of

UniCODE



The Seminar had received overwhelming responses and the attendance was
over 94%.



HKCAN’s Report on 7xx Authority Enhancement was presented at the “2nd
Annual Hong Kong INNOVATIVE Users Group Meeting” at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong on 11th December 200214.



City University of Hong Kong Library (observer of HKCAN Project) agreed to
share their existing authority records with HKCAN Workgroup.
They
submitted a total number of 61,364 to the HKCAN Host Institution for

December 2002

December 2002

1.

JULAC-HKCAN Opening: http://hkcan.ln.edu.hk/opening/index.htm
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pre-processing (duplication removal).
January 2003



Library of Congress (US) became a trial user of HKCAN Database.



Abraham YU (Associate of OCLC) completed “Evaluation and Analysis of the
Chinese Name Authority Files Under Development in Beijing, Hong Kong
and Taiwan” – HKCAN Database received favourable review under the
Evaluation.



HKCAN Project’s latest developments was documented in a research paper
entitled, “Latest Developments of Chinese Authority Works in East Asia :
an Overview” and was invited to be presented at the International
Conference on Authority Control : Definition and International
Experience15 in Florence, Italy on 10th – 12th February 2003.



Paper was also translated into Italian – published in conference proceeding,
“Authority Control : Definizione ed esperienze Internazionali. Atti del
convegno internazionale, Firenze, 10-12 Febbraio 2003”. Mauro GUERRINI and
Barbara B. TILLETT (editors). Firenze University Press, Associazione italiana
biblioteche, 2003, pp. 367-386.



Judith A. Mansfield (Acting Director for Cataloguing, Library of Congress (US))
acknowledged HKCAN Workgroup in writing that LC began to create Chinese
authority records using HKCAN as a source. The first record/name heading
created was “Wang, Jing,$d1960- / 汪 勁,$d1960-”



JULAC-Bibliographic Services Committee – JULAC agreed on the setting up of a
Bibliographic Services Committee (BSC) as a subgroup and HKCAN as a special
project within BSC.



HKCAN Project was presented at the Association of Southeast Asian
Institutions of Higher Learning Conference (ASAIHL) at Lingnan University
(Hong Kong) on 17th May 2003, under a presentation entitled, “Regional
Co-operation in Sharing Authority Data : the Latest Developments of
Authority Work in East Asia”.16



HKCAN Secretary was invited to visit the National Library of France to take
part in a technical meeting to conduct demo on HKCAN Database for NLB’s
authority control services team in early June 2003.



OCLC obtained 1,000 authority records from HKCAN for further studies, in
order to raise their level of awareness on the HKCAN Project, as well as to
explore other potentials for future cooperation.



Ms. Rita WONG of Chinese University of Hong Kong was appointed by JULAC to

February 2003

February 2003

March 2003

May 2003

May 2003

June 2003

July 2003

July 2003

15

International Conference on Authority Control – Programme: http://www.sba.unifi.it/ac/en/program.htm
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serve as new Chair of HKCAN Project.


HKCAN Chair (Rita WONG) traveled to Washington, D.C., and gave live demo of
HKCAN’s functionalities to 12 colleagues at Library of Congress (US) on 12th
August 2003. Comments collected from LC was that the quality of HKCAN
records and data are excellent.



One-Stop searching capability for multi-name authority databases’ webpage,
developed by HKCAN Host Institution (CUHK) was ready for members’ testing.



HKCAN Host Institution (CUHK) launched a new Web interface for HKCAN
Database’s new XML version.



1st Phase of HKCAN New XML Version was launched and included the
following main features:
1. Runs on XML environment
2. Chinese characters are stored in Unicode UTF-8
3. MARC records are also stored with EACC code
4. Adhere to MARC XML Schema
5. Export in MARC format (Chinese characters in EACC code) or Unicode
UTF8
6. Fully integrated with Innopac, allowing import to Innopac one by one or
in batch
7. Choice of display -- MARC or text
8. Access control by Login name & password and/or IP address
9. Provide administrative mode for editing & browsing of records before
uploading
10. Provide management statistics



2nd phase of New HKCAN Software under XML platform, developed by HKCAN
Host Institution (CUHK) was made ready for members’ testing.



Lingnan University Library (Hong Kong) recruited PAN Yun /潘筠 (Peking
University Library, former manager of CALIS) to assist Lingnan University
Cataloguing Team in creating more original HKCAN records on LU bilingual
staff, and people in entertainment business in Hong Kong from November –
mid-December 2003.



HKCAN Project was presented at the International Seminar on Cooperative
Cataloguing & Authority Control17 at the University of Hong Kong on 7th
November 2003, with international speakers including18:

August 2003

August 2003

September
2003

September
2003

October 2003

November 2003

November 2003

1.
2.

CAO Ning (National Library of China)
HSU Ching-fen (National Central Library, Taiwan)

17

International Seminar on Cooperative Cataloguing and Authority Control:
http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/libinfo/libpro/ISCCAC2003.pdf
18
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

February 2004

April 2004

May 2004

June 2004



City University of Hong Kong Library officially announced to JULAC that they
would take part in the HKCAN Project as a full member, starting from July
2004.



HKCAN Chair and Host Representative presented HKCAN’s latest developments
at an Authority Working Group in Taiwan.



HKCAN Secretary took part in EU-LEAF19 (Linking and Exploring Authority
Files) Final Roundtable Workshop, on 17th -18th May 2004 at State Library
Berlin / Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin.



HKCAN Host Representative presented the new HKCAN XML Model at the
American Library Association (ALA) Conference in Orlando, Florida.



HKCAN Project was documented in research paper, “CNMARC versus HKCAN :
a Comparative Studies between Authority Control Works in Beijing and
Hong Kong” and was published in June 2004 (No. 133) issue of Journal of East
Asian Libraries”.



City University of Hong Kong Library became a full member of the HKCAN
Workgroup on 1st July 2004.



HKCAN Chair and Host representative presented the Project’s latest
developments at “中 文 名 称 规 范 联 合 协 调 委 员 会 第 二 次 会 议 ”at National
Library of China in Beijing , on 26th – 27th October 2004, with the following
representatives:

June 2004

July 2004

October 2004

19

Max KAISER (Austrian National Library, Vienna)
Maria LAU (Chinese University of Hong Kong Library)
Hans-Joerg LIEDER (State Library Berlin)
Akira MIYAZAWA (National Institute of Informatics, Japan)
Owen TAM & Patrick LO (Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong)
Raymond WONG (Macau University Library)
Dr. Samson SOONG (Hong Kong University of Science & Technology
Library)
XIE Qinfang, LIU Lijing, LIU Suqing & PAN Yun (Peking University Library)

（ JULAC） 20代 表 :
景祥祜馆长 (香港城市大学图书馆)
黄潘明珠副馆长 (中文大学图书馆)
梁绮萍主任 (香港理工大学图书馆)
台湾汉学研究中心代表：
李莉茜主任 (台湾汉学研究中心编目部)
阮静玲 (助理编辑)
中 国 高 等 教 育 文 献 保 障 系 统 管 理 中 心 （CALIS） 代 表 ：

LEAF (Linking and Exploring Authority Files): http://www.crxnet.com/leaf/
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戴龙基馆长 (北京大学图书馆)
谢琴芳副主任 (CALIS联机合作编目中心)
喻爽爽 (副研究馆员)
中国国家图书馆代表：
陈力副馆长 (国家图书馆)
汪东波 (处长)
曹宁 (副主任)



HKCAN’s developments documented in research paper in Chinese entitled, “中
文 名 稱 規 範 資 料 庫 的 建 置 與 發 展 概 況 ” and was presented at:
“4th 中 文
th
文 獻 資 源 共 建 共 享 合 作 會 議 / 4 Conference of Chinese Resources
Cooperation and Development”, organized by Nanjing Library, held in
Nanjing on 16th November 2004.



YU Shuangshuang / 喻爽爽 (Associate Research Librarian of Peking University
Library ; CALIS Union Catalogue Cataloguing Staff) was invited to visit Lingnan
University Library (Hong Kong) to assist in the authority projects for Lingnan
Library and HKCAN.



YU Shuangshuang / 喻爽爽 (Associate Research Librarian of Peking University
Library ; CALIS Union Catalogue Cataloguing Staff) was invited to take part in
technical meeting held at HKCAN Host Institution (CUHK) on 4th December
2004, to discuss the conversion of CALIS authority records to MARC21 format.



At “CALIS Seminar on Cooperative Cataloguing & Authority Control / CALIS
中 國 高 等 教 育 文 獻 保 障 系 統 介 紹 暨 中 文 聯 合 編 目 及 規 範 研 討 會 ” 21 held at
Lingnan University on 16th December 20004, HKCAN Workgroup presented the
latest developments and plans for future expansion.



Seminar attracted over 35 attendees, coming from different libraries in Hong
Kong (academic, public, governmental, plus other special libraries).



Seminar keynote speaker, YU Shuangshuang / 喻爽爽 (Associate Research
Librarian of Peking University Library ; CALIS Union Catalogue Cataloguing
Staff) also discussed with the audience and the HKCAN Workgroup
representatives the issues future cooperative and database sharing between
CALIS and HKCAN.



HKCAN Workgroup also announced that on top of literary authors, HKCAN
Database would include a large number of name headings of contemporary
Chinese music-performers, composers, lyrists, arrangers, as well as Chinese
professional music groups. The project began in November 2004, and was
initiated by Lingnan University Library.



HKCAN Project was documented in research paper entitled, “Chinese Name
Authority Control in Asia: an Overview” and was published in Cataloging &
Classification Quarterly, under vol. 39, Issue: 1/2 (2004).

November 2004

December 2004

December 2004

December 2004

December 2004

21

CALIS中國高等教育文獻保障系統介紹暨中文聯合編目及規範研討會:
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Judy KUHAGEN (NACO Trainer) visited HKCAN Host Institution (CUHK) and
discussed the following issues with HKCAN members:
1.
Cataloguing of electronic continuations
2.
HKCAN latest developments



HKCAN’s XML Model and latest developments were presented at the 2005
CEAL (Council of East Asian Libraries) Annual Conference in Chicago on 30th
March 2005.



HKCAN’s XML Model and latest developments were presented at the Library of
Congress (U.S.) in Washington (D.C.) on 1st April 2005.



OCLC made the following announcement on access to HKCAN under the
website: “Access to HKCAN -- Access the HKCAN (Hong Kong Chinese
Authority Names) database to search for Chinese authority records and copy
data to bibliographic records (expected in July-November 2005; the exact
date will be confirmed at a later time) at: ("Future enhancements to
Connexion Client":
http://www.oclc.org/connexion/interface/client/enhancements/future.htm)



Joanna PONG (CityU) will present on behalf of HKCAN Workgroup, the latest
developments of the HKCAN Project at the 2005 ALA American Library
Association Annual Conference in Chicago, under the “XML and Authority
Control”22 Session held on 26th June 2005.

February 2005

March 2005

April 2005

April 2005

June 2005
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(APPENDIX V)

JULAC-HKCAN Database Statistics
(from Dec 2002 to Dec 2004)
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(APPENDIX VI)
(Data as of December 2004)
HKCAN Database
Personal Names:
Corporate/Meeting
Names:
Uniform Titles:

85,495

68%

15,671

13%

1,149

1%

Series Titles:

22,787

18%

Grand Total:

125,102

100%

HKCAN

Series Title
18%
Uniform
Title
1%
Corporate/
M eeting
Name
13%

Personal
Name
68%
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(APPENDIX VII)

1.
2.
3.

OVERSEAS

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

LOCAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

HKCAN TRIAL USERS (TTS Software)
Mr. Abraham YU (OCLC Associate)
Library of the University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Clement ARSENAULT (Prof. of School Library & Information
Science, University of Montreal/Université de Montréal)
CEAL (Council on East Asian Libraries)
East Asian Library of the Columbia University
Griffith University Library
Mr. Karl LO (University of California, San Diego)
Kyoto University Library
Library of Congress
Macau University Library
Macquarie University Library
NACO (Name Authority Cooperative)
National Central Library
National Library of Australia
National Library of France
National Library of South Africa
National Taiwan University Library
OCLC (Online Computer Library Center)
Oxford University Library
CALIS23 - Peking University
Princeton University Library
Research Libraries Group
Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), London
University
Swiss National Library
Toronto University Library
University of California, San Diego
Library of University of Munich (Universitaet Muenchen)
Library of University of Leeds
Library of University of Melbourne
Library of University of New South Wales
Waseda University Library (Tokyo, Japan)

Library of the Alliance Bible Seminary
China Graduate School of Theology Library
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts Library
Institute of Vocational Education Library
Open University of Hong Kong Library
Library of Yan Fook Bible Institute Ltd.
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(APPENDIX VIII)
HKCAN Data Processing - flowchart
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(APPENDIX IX)
Sample 1

Sample 2
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HOW TO INTRODUCE NAXOS MUSIC LIBRARY TITLES TO OPAC –
THE LINGNAN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY EXPERIENCE
by
Patrick LO
(Cataloguing Librarian, Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong)
&
Joe CHOW
(Systems Staff, Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong)

ABSTRACT
This article provides an update on the Web-OPAC as Library Resources Portal Project,
launched by Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong.
In August 2004, Lingnan Library introduced a new feature to the Web-OPAC as Library
Resources Portal Project, i.e., by converting some 300 Naxos Spoken Library titles into
MARC records, with the use of an in-house developed software programme. The result
was that on top of allowing users to gain direct access to the NSWL titles from the WebOPAC, it also enhanced their intellectual access to different collections held inside the
Library. Such a setup allowed a unified retrieval from multiple translations or different
expressions of the same work -- enhancing users’ ability to search across different
collections under the same platform, regardless of their media or formats.
Following the success of the NSWL Project, Lingnan Library announced at the 5th Annual
Hong Kong Innovative Users Group Meeting on 1st December 2004 that as the second
phase of the Web-OPAC as Library Resources Portal Project, they successfully converted a
total number of 4,676 Naxos Music Library titles into individual MARC records. The NML
MARC Project adopted basically the same concepts and principles in making the NML titles
inter-searchable with other library collections, to further reinforce the concept of OneStop searching for the library users under the Web-OPAC.
Lingnan Library’s users are now able to access Naxos’ complete catalogue of music
recordings at any time of day or night via Lingnan’s Web-OPAC, inside the library at a
listening station, or from any computer with Internet access via remote log-in options,
etc. This is almost an unlimited access to an online resource of more than 80,000 audio
tracks that takes up no shelf space at all.
This paper documents Lingnan Library’s experience in:
(1) how to introduce the NML titles to the bibliographic database, and its subsequent
finds, as well as its impacts on the cataloguers and users. It also features the locally
developed System Software, together with technical procedures explaining how to
convert the 4,676 NML titles in MARC format, as well as the necessary manpower and
expertise involved for the preparation and implementation of the project.
(2) the techniques in bringing consistency to the bibliographic records, and authority
control to names of individual composers, lyrists, musician-performers, as well as
other professional music groups, after the NML titles were successfully uploaded onto
the bibliographic database.
This paper is also supplemented with a brief analytical study on the contents of the NML
at the end.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

“Naxos one of the most beautiful among the Greek Islands. It is also the largest and most fertile island
in Cyclades. Since ancient times, it has been the source for everything from marble, and granite to
olive oil and white wine. It is also the source of a Greek mythology; Naxos, was where the legendary
goddess, Ariadne was abandoned by her lover Theseus after being seduced with music. In 1912, Richard
Strauss later made this legend into an opera, “Ariadne auf Naxos. All these help to reinforce the
musical and artistic connotations, offering a fitting metaphor for its pioneering nametake today, the
budget CD label Naxos. It has now become a word familiar to all classical music buyers, the name of CD
label, which has impressed collectors by its quality, range, and – not least – its price.”1

Naxos Music Library -- Naxos Music Library is a streamed digital music collection, and is considered a
breakthrough resource that contains an extensive collection of some 4,676 titles, coming from over
5,500 CDs (featuring 80,000 tracks of music) that can be selected and streamed on demand,
supplemented by a solid body of music-related reference materials. NML’s interface is highly userfriendly, is a uniquely self-contained educational resource, and is well-suited for teachers, students,
librarians, as well as anyone who has serious interest in classical music. NML is also a convenient way
for libraries and other educational institutions to expand their audiovisual collection or individual users
to explore classical music without investing a lot of resources.
For details on the overall design and layout of the NML interface, please refer to (APPENDIX I).
The basic facts and content highlights of the NML are as follows:
Basic Facts & Contents of Naxos Music Library
(as of December 2004)

4676 titles, coming from over 5,500 CDs (featuring
80,000 tracks of music)

Size:

No. of Composers
Represented in NML:
No. of World Premieres
Recordings Represented
in NML:
Ave. Growth of
Catalogue:

Highlights of Catalogue
Lines in NML:

1

Th Phil

h

fN



98% of company catalogue consists of classical titles.



Over 2,500 different composers



300 (approx.)



New 200 CD titles/year (overall industry is releasing
500 CDs/month)
1. American Classics
2. British Light Music
3. Chinese Music and Artists
4. Early Music Collection
5. Film Music Classics
6. Guitar Collection, Opera Classics
7. Organ Collection
8. Naxos 21st Century Classics
9. Naxos Historical, Jazz Legends
10. Nostalgia, Naxos World
11. Naxos Crossover
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N
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Notes:

For details on size and coverage of individual labels/series titles held inside NML, please refer to
(APPENDIX VIII).
II.

NML TITLES & WEB-OPAC

In early 2004, Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong became a subscriber of the Naxos Spoken Word
Library (NSWL) and the Naxos Music Library (NML) services. Soon after, in September 2004, the
Library became the first library to provide direct linkage to NSWL via the local Web-OPAC system, by
converting close to 300 NSWL titles into searchable bibliographic records in MARC format.
In November 2004, following the success of the NSWL Project, Lingnan Library’s Systems and
Cataloguing staff worked closely together to fine-tune the readily developed software programme to
work on the 4,676 NML titles. The result was that on top of allowing users to gain access to the NML
titles directly from the Library’s Web-OPAC, it also enhanced users’ intellectual access to different
collections held inside the Library. The current setup enables a unified retrieval from multiple
translations or different expressions of the same work, thereby enhancing the ability to search across
different collections under the same platform, regardless of media or formats.

III.

ADVANTAGES OF ADDING NML TITLES TO WEB-OPAC

One of the main goals for introducing the NML titles to the Library’s Web-OPAC is to provide a OneStop and concurrent searching mechanism to search across, as well as to link up the libraries defined
information resources in digital format. This ultimately leads to easy access to much boarder and
readily available information for the library users, without the burden of inputting and maintaining by
the library staff themselves. As the NML contains the largest collection of music recordings available
online, the advantages of linking it to the bibliographic database / Web-OPAC will lead to a significant
enrichment of the database’s both size and coverage. In addition, compared with other music
recordings in traditional CD format, the online NML service is available around the clock. Besides,
location is not a problem, as online access can be conducted anywhere and anytime, as long as Internet
connection exists. Furthermore, the NML offers a wide range of highly personalized services, as a
result, the subscribing institutions could also benefit from the following:
(a) Saves time, money and staff from on-going maintenance – for example, with the NML
linked to the Web-OPAC, librarians no longer need to buy, catalogue and shelving/reshelving the individual hard-copy CDs. No lost or stolen CDs will ever need to be
replaced. Multiple copies of a single title are no longer required. The quality of the
digital audio recordings does not degrade with use, or duplication, as does that of
audiocassettes. Besides, it saves the Library a lot of storage space.
(b) Cover arts, text, and CD cover information – such setting also enables easy and quick
access of coverage/visual arts, as well as other textual information available on the
original CD covers via online.
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IV.

(a)

FUNCTIONS & PURPOSE OF IN-HOUSE DEVELOPED SOFTWARE

Functions & Purpose of the MARC Conversion Software
The in-house developed software programme was designed to automatically generate MARC
records in large batches, based on the raw data supplied by the Naxos Digital Services, Ltd. in
Excel file format.
The MARC records generated by this software programme followed the MARC21 standards, and can
also be processed by the Loading Table built inside Lingnan Library’s INNOPAC system. The
hardware and software specifications, and other system requirements of the MARC conversion are
similar to the one developed for the Naxos Spoken Word Library Project.
The hardware and software specifications, as well as other system requirements of the NML MARC
conversion software are as follows:
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

HARDWARE PLATFORM
CPU:



Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz CPU or greater

RAM:



512 MB or above

Hard disk:



100MB of free hard disk space



Microsoft Windows XP SP1 or later



Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 SP5



Microsoft Excel XP

SOFTWARE PLATFORM
Operating System:
Development Tools:



Software Programme Screenshot -- the following is a screenshot of the in-house developed
software programme for automatically converting the NML titles into MARC records:
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V.

1.

CONVERTING NML TITLES INTO MARC – PROCEDURES & WORKFLOW:

To collect all 4,676 titles held inside NML in Excel file from Naxos Digital Services Ltd. Inside the
Excel file, the NML recording information was neatly separated into individual categories/columns
as follows: (APPENDIX II)
(a)

Item code – item of number of for identifying individual CD recordings held inside NML.

(b)

Label – names of different CD labels or series titles held inside NML, e.g., Marco Polo
Chinese CD, Naxos Historical Recordings CD, Naxos Nostalgia CD, etc.

(c)

Title – titles of individual CD recordings held inside NML.

(d)

Composer – names of different composers, with works being featured.
(APPENDIX II -- Column (e) – (j)) – feature names of different professional music groups, as
well as individual musician-performers, such as Conductor, Chorus, Ensemble, Orchestra ,
Soloist (e.g., pianists, singers, cellists, violinists, etc.), as well as the different types of
Instruments that they play.

2.

To fine-tune the software design/customization, i.e., to specify how the NML Excel file data
should be read and processed by the Software Programme. (APPENDIX X)
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3.

Followed by converting the Excel-file data to individual (ISO2709)/MARC records by using MARCMAKER.

4.

MARC records were then automatically created/generated, following the MARC21 standards by
adding the following main and sub-fields (APPENDIX III):
(a)

field (006) for computer files

(b)

field (007) for computer files

(c)

field (008) to specify the fixed-length data elements--general information

(d)

field (028) – Publication Number for music and video-recordings, e.g.:


(e)

<$aNA222812$bNaxos Digital Services Ltd>

field (040) – <$aHkLN>, to specify that Lingnan University Library was the original
cataloguing source/agency.

(f)

field (245) for main title entry, based on the NML title information, and add the GMD in
subfield ($h) as <$h[electronic resource]>

(g)

field (260) – (imprint) to specify publication, distribution, e.g.:


(h)

<$aHong Kong :$bNaxos Digital Services Ltd.,$c[2004]>

field (440) for different recording series, e.g.:


<$aNaxos Light Classics CD> OR <$aNaxos Blues Legends>, etc.

(i)

field (500) for “Streaming audio” note

(j)

field (506) as <$a Access restricted to Lingnan University users>

(k)

field (511) for specifying different composers being featured by this particular CD, e.g.:


<$aWORKS OF: Beethoven, Ludwig van / Bellini, Vincenzo / Bizet, Georges / Handel,
George Frideric / Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus / Puccini, Giacomo>, etc.

(l)

additional field (511) is added to list out performers being featured in this particular
recording, e.g., musician-performers, conductors, lyrists, ensemble groups, e.g.:


<$aPERFORMERS: Summerly, Jeremy / Maksymiuk, Jerzy / Warchal, Bohdan /
Bramall, Anthony / Halasz, Michael / Wildner, Johannes / Yablonsky, Dmitry /
Rahbari, Alexander (conductor) ; Scholars Baroque Ensemble / Kodaly Quartet
(ensemble) ; Oxford Camerata / BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra>
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(m) field (538) – System details note as:


<$aMinimum system requirements: MS Windows 98SE, 2000, XP with MS IE 6.0 /
Mozilla 1.7.1 / FireFox 1PR / Netscape 7.1 / Opera 7.53 and Media Player 9.0 /
10.0>

(n)

additional field (538) “<$aMode of Access: World Wide Web browser>” note.


field (650), with 2nd indicator = (0), with LC Subject Heading as: <$aMusic$xComputer
network resources>

(o) field (700) and (710)–to give added entries for composers, musician-performers (singers,
players), arrangers, lyrists, and professional music groups listed in field (511) – so that they
could be searchable under AUTHOR in OPAC afterwards.
(p) field (710), with 1st indicator = (2), with added entry for corporate name as: <$aNaxos Digital
Services>
(q) field (773), with 1st indicator = (0), with host item entry as:
<$tNaxos Music Library>
(r) field (856), with 1st and 2nd indicator = (40), and with electronic location and access as
hyperlink connected directly to NML as:


<$zConnect to Naxos Music Library$uhttp://0www.ln.naxosmusiclibrary.com.innopac.ln.edu.hk/
streamcat.asp?s=4014%2flnu01&item_code=8.553347>

(s) field (997) as <$anaxos>, to help library staff identify that these records were generated
from NML.
For details regarding the display of NML titles under Web-OPAC and data processing during MARC
conversion, please refer to the following appendixes:



(APPENDIX III) – Web-OPAC display example: to search <Naxos Music Library> under
TITLE, all NSWL titles will be retrieved and displayed alphabetical order.



(APPENDIX IX) -- Flowchart of NSWL MARC Conversion Programme in Progress.

VI.

OTHER ISSUES CONCERNING MARC CONVERSION

1. Compared with NSWL, NML titles are more complicated to handle. This is because under a single CD
title, there could be many different people and corporate bodies involved in producing a single CD
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music groups (orchestras, chamber music groups, choruses, choirs), as well as individual soloists
(musician-performers, playing different musical instruments, etc.) being featured under a single
recording. As a result, detailed information must be listed out in performer note field (511), and
extensive added entries must be provided for the individual ensemble groups, and soloists in field
(700) and (710) -- so that they could be searchable under the AUTHOR in OPAC. Authority control
must also be brought to these people and corporate name entries afterwards to ensure precision and
consistency in retrieval afterwards. For some of the compilation CD titles, e.g., 21st Century
Cinema Classics, its bibliographic record carries as many as the works of 14 different composers, 15
soloists, as well as 10 different ensemble groups. (APPENDIX IV & V)
(i) Treatments of Individual Track Titles -- It was decided that information for individual audio
track titles would NOT be added to the note field (505). Because NML contains many
compilation titles, with individual audio tracks extracted from a great number of different Naxos
recordings, e.g.:


(COMPILATION EXAMPLE A -- WAGNER, Richard : Scenes from Goetterdaemmerung):
<505 0 $aGoetterdaemmerung: Act III, Scene 3: $gTrack 1. $tStarke Scheite schichtet
mir dort $g(03:32) – $g2.$tWie Sonne lauter strahlt mir sein Licht $g(02:10) – $g3.$tO
ihr, der Eide ewige Huter! -- $g(03:42) – $t4. $tMein Erbe nun nehm ich zu
eigen $g(02:32) – $g5.$tFliegt heim, ihr Raben! $g(01:27) –$g6. $tGrane, mein Ross! Sei
mir gegrusst! $g(02:10) – $g7. $tApotheosis (05:11)>



(COMPILATION EXAMPLE B - Naxos Best of Opera) – a compilation recording for
operas:
<505 0 $gTrack 1.$tLe Nozze di Figaro: Overture /$rW.A. Mozart$g(04:06) –$g2.$tLa
Boheme: Che gelida manina /$Giacomo Puccini$g(04:30) –$g3.$tMadama Butterfly: Un
bel di vedremo /$Giacomo Puccini$g(04:43) –$g4.$tLa Traviata: Un di felice
/$rGiuseppe Verdi$g(03:11)>



(COMPILATION EXAMPLE C -- CHOPIN: Piano Favourites (Yin Chengzhong) – a
compilation recording of Chopin’s popular piano works:
<505 0 $gTrack 1.$tFantasie In F Minor, Op. 49 $g(13:21) – $g2.$tImpromptu No. 1 In A
Flat Major, Op. 29$g(04:00) – $g3.$tImpromptu No. 2 In F Sharp Major, Op. 36 $g(05:32)
– $g4.$tImpromptu No. 3 In G Flat Major, Op. 51$g(05:38) – $g5.$tImpromptu No. 4 In C
Sharp Minor, Op. 66 (Fantasie-Impromptu)$g(04:36) – $g6.$tBerceuse In D Flat Major,
Op. 57$g(05:03)>

As you can see in the above (Example A, B & C), if individual track titles had been added to
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the MARC records, users would be presented with long strings of foreign words (mostly in
Italian, French or German), which would present little meaning for most users. Besides,
users would be crowded with too much information -- discouraging them from reading the
bibliographic record properly. In addition, users in general do not search by titles of
individual opera arias or individual movements of a musical work. Furthermore, given that
the current URL setup in field (856) already enables the users to access individual
CDs/recordings directly from Web-OPAC. If they wish to learn more about a particular
recording, they could click on the hyper link, “Connect to Naxos Music Library” provided by
the bibliographic record under Web-OPAC – to read more about it while listening.
2.

Treatments Of Subject Headings -- Currently, only a very general LC subject heading,
<$aMusic$xComputer network resources> is assigned for all NML titles, as existing System
Software is incapable of assigning descriptive subject headings for individual NML titles rendering
on different themes or different forms of music. If adequate manpower and resources are
available in the future, cataloguing staff would consider enhancing/upgrading these records as the
second phase, i.e., to assign descriptive LC subject headings for individual NML titles manually.

VII. SAVING LIBRARY RESOURCES
As shown in (TABLE A), one full-time cataloguer would require 278 working days to catalogue all the
4,676 NML titles manually (even without assigning descriptive LC subject headings in field 6XX,
descriptive content notes or individual audio-track titles in individual bibliographic records). On the
other hand, (TABLE B), when the in-house developed Conversion Software Programme was deployed for
generating the same kind of MARC records in an automatic fashion, only a total of 7.5 working days
were required to complete the entire project. In other words, the in-house developed software
programme saved the library a total number of (270.5) working days.



(TABLE A)
If All 4,676 NML Titles Had been Manually Catalogued
Total Time required for
Manual Cataloguing
Manpower Involved
Processing
Ave. time required to
cataloguing 1 NML title
20 min.
1 cataloguing staff
manually
Record checking after
preliminary cataloguing
(including authority
control on personal
names)

5 min.

1 prof. cataloguer



Total time required to
cataloguing

25 min.

1 cataloguing staff + 1 prof.
cataloguer



Total time required to
catalogue all NML
manually



25 min. x 4,676 titles = 1948
hr.
TOTAL = 278 working days
(approx )
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(TABLE B)
Naxos Music Library: Total Manpower & Staff Time Involved in the Project
Total Time required for
Operations
Manpower Involved
Processing

1 prof. cataloguing staff
Total Time & Number of 
1 cataloguing staff
Overall preparation
Working Days Involved

1 technical staff in System
Team
Developing in-house
software programme to
4 working days
1 technical staff in System Team
convert Excel to MARC
Pre-processing of data in
2 working days
1 cataloguing staff
Excel file before actual
MARC conversion/loading
Running Software
10 min. for converting all
The same cataloguing staff
Programme for MARC
4,676 NML titles
conversion
Upload to converted MARC
Supervised by same technical
30 min.
records to INNOPAC
staff in System Team
Authority control & final
1 prof. cataloguer, plus the same
1 working day
manual editing
cataloguing staff
Final random checking
1/2 day
The same prof. cataloguer
(7.5 working days
TOTAL:
2 library staff
approx.)
VIII.

1.

NML’S CONTENTS – A BRIEF ANALYTICAL STUDY

Other Reference Materials:
In addition to its extension of some 80,000 audio tracks of music that can be selected and
streamed on demand, the NML is also supplemented by a rich body of music-related text resources
for reference purpose available online. (Table C)

(Table C)
Naxos Music Library – Additional Online Reference Resources

1.
Glossary (for musical terms)
2.
Pronunciation Guide

(for names of composers &artists)

3.
Opera Synopses

4.
Opera Libertti

5.
History of Opera

6.
Story of Classical Music

7.
History of Classical Music

8.
Classical Music Start-Up Kit

9.
Instruments of the Orchestra

10. Music Fundamental Terms
10

TOTAL Additional Features:
(additional features)
For details and layout of text resources inside NML, please refer to (APPENDIX VI & VII). As you
can see, NML is a uniquely self-contained online resource for teachers, students, librarians, as
well as anyone who is interested in exploring classical music.
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2.

Recordings of Complete Works:
Another unique feature of the NML is its recordings of complete cycles of works by various
composers of various eras. Increasingly, entire cycles of works by various composers of various
eras are being recorded. For music students, musicologists, as well as musician-performers, the
complete cycles also serve as an valuable reference, as it would provide a very comprehensive
scope for studying the different stylistic changes, e.g., evolution or turning points in terms of
compositional techniques, use of musical languages, and models of periodization, throughout
different stages of a composer’s musical career. In the field of chamber music, Naxos has also
been producing the complete string quartets of Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven, and Dvorak,
etc. For information and numbers of complete recordings of symphonies, operas, and Lieder
cycles (German art songs), please refer to the following (Table D, E, F).

(Table D)
Naxos Music Library
Complete Recordings of Symphonic Works by Major Opera Composers
Composers:
Total No. of Symphonic Works:
1. L. von Beethoven
Symphony No. 1-9
J. Brahms
Symphony No. 1-4
A. Bruckner
Symphony No. 1-9
Symphony No. No. 6-8, 13, 22-24, 26-36, 41, 43-61,
J. Haydn
63-64, 66-81, 84-95, 97-99, 101-104
A. Dvorak
Symphony No. 1-9
G. Mahler
Symphony No. 1-7, 9-10
F. Mendelsshon
Symphony No. 1-5
W.A. Mozart
Symphony No. 1-41
S. Prokofiev
Symphony No. 1-7
S. Rachmaninov
Symphony No. 1-3
C. Saint-Saëns
Symphony No. 1-3
F. Schubert
Symphony No. 1–6, 8-9
R. Schumann
Symphony No. 1-4
D. Shostakovich
Symphony No. 1-14
J. Sibelius
Symphony No. 1-7
P. Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. 1-6
(Table E)
Naxos Music Library
Complete Recordings of Operas by Major Opera Composers
Major Opera Composers:
No. of Unique Titles of Complete Operas:
V. Bellini
2
G. Donizetti
2
J. Massenet
2
W.A. Mozart
5
G. Puccini
6
G. Rossini
6
J. Strauss II
1
R. Strauss
1
G. Verdi
8
R. Wagner
8
41

TOTAL:
complete operas
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(Table F)
Naxos Music Library
Complete Recording of Lieder (German Art Songs) Cycles
Composer: F. Schubert
1.
Die Schoene Mullerin
1 recording
2.
Winterreise
1 recording
3.
Schwanengesang
1 recording
Composer: R. Schumann
1. Dichterliebe
1 recording
2. Frauenliebe und Leben
1 recording
3. Liederkreis
1 recording
Composer: G. Mahler
1.
Das Lied von Erde
4 different recordings
2.
Kindertotenlieder
3 different recordings

3.

Recordings of Famous Musician-Performers/Soloists:
When the label was first established, Naxos was perceived as a minor, and yet music-driven label
that capitalized on the talented, but less well-known musicians from Eastern Europe. However, in
only a decade and half, the label has established itself a world leader in music education, and the
provision of recorded classical music to all. As the authors carefully browsed through a list of
recordings under the Naxos Historical Series2, it was discovered that on top of the a large group of
less well-known Eastern-European artists, there is also an increasing number of internationally
well-known ensembles groups, as well as other legendary artists, and conductors being featured
inside the NML. For a selective list of famous soloist, conductors, and orchestras being featured
inside NML, please refer to (TABLE G, H, I). These tables also document the number of
works/recordings being featured inside the NML.
In addition, under the Naxos Historical Series, there are also many rare recordings that are not
available under other recording labels, e.g.:
1.

Sergey Rachmaninov featured as a pianist, playing:


Rachmaninov : Piano Concertos Nos. 2 and 3 (Rachmaninov), recorded in 1929, 1940
(item code: 8.110601)



Rachmaninov : Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 4 (Rachmaninov), recorded in 1939-1941
(item code: 8.110602)



Beethoven / Schubert / Grieg : Violin Sonatas (Kreisler / Rachmaninov), recorded in
1928 (item code: 8.110968)

2.

Richard Strauss featured as conductor -- conducting Beethoven : Symphonies Nos. 5 and 7,
featuring Berlin State Opera Orchestra, recorded in 1926-1928 (item code: 8.110926).

3.

Siegfried Wagner (son of Richard Wagner) – as conductor and composer:


2

Conducting opera Parsifal, Act III : So ward es uns verhiessen (Good Friday Spell)
(item code: 8.110049-50)

Naxos Historical Broadcasts CD and the Naxos Historical Recordings CD series.
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Opera, Der Banadietrich (item code: 8.223895-96), Barenhauter (item code:
8.223713-14), and Schwarzschwanenreich (item code: 8.223777-78) composed by
Siegfried Wagner.

1.

(TABLE G)
FAMOUS MUSICIAN-PERFORMERS/SOLOISTS
Maria Callas (vocalist)
3 works

2.

Enrico Caruso (vocalist)

15 works

3.

Pablo Casals (cellist)

11 works

4.

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (vocalist)

5.

Beniamino Gigli

19 works

6.

Jascha Heifetz (violinist)

11 works

7.

Vladimir Horowitz (pianist)

5 works

8.

Fritz Kreisler (violinist)

27 works

9.

Yehudi Menuhin (violinist)

11 works

1 work

10. Zinka Milanov (vocalist)

2 works

11. Nellie Melba (vocalist)

5 works

12. Sergey Rachmaninov (pianist)

6 works

13. Artur Rubinstein (pianist)

6 works

14. Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (vocalist)

1 work

15. Giuseppe di Stefano (vocalist)

1 work

16. Renata Tebaldi (vocalist)

4 works
(TABLE H)
FAMOUS CONDUCTORS



Thomas Beecham

14 works



Wilhelm Furtwaengler

9 works



Herbert von Karajan

1 work



Erich Kleiber

3 works



Hans Knappertsbusch

1 work



Erich Wolfgang Korngold

6 works



George Szell

4 works



Arturo Toscanini

8 works



Siegfried Wagner

4 works
(TABLE I)
FAMOUS ORCHESTRAS



Bayreuth Festival Orchestra

8 works



Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

13 works



Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

20 works



London Symphony Orchestra

18 works



Metropolitan Opera Orchestra (New York)



Milan La Scala Orchestra

25 works
14 works
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New York Philharmonic Orchestra

4 works



Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

36 works
(TABLE J)

OTHER REGIONAL ORCHESTRAS IN HONG KONG & MAINLAND CHINA


Beijing Central Philharmonic Orchestra

3 works



Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra

14 works



Shanghai Conservatory Symphony Orchestra

5 works



Shanghai Philharmonic Orchestra

50 works

IX.

NML – RECORDINGS OF MODERN CHINESE MUSIC – ITS CONTRIBUTIONS TO TEACHING &
RESEARCH OF CHINESE CULTURES

Throughout the years, extensive recordings and publications have been made on the musical works of
mostly European composers. On the other hand, the amount of literature and recordings focusing on
modern Chinese music is very minimal. Besides, the field of musicology historically has been
dominated by mostly male European or North American composers and lyrists. For an academic
institution, the recordings of Chinese music inside the NML serve as great reference for the teaching
and research of Chinese cultures. The collection of Chinese music held inside the NML spans the year
from late 19th century to present. Its strength lies within its thorough documentation of early 20thcentury China through traditional, folk, and popular music. The organization collection of 115 titles
includes dance, drinking, romantic, as well as Chinese Model Operas of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese
orchestral music etc. Naxos’ Chinese music collection contains many illustrations about many different
aspects of the Chinese life, Wars, Chinese Cultural Revolution, country life, patriotism, and humour
Chinese literary classics, e.g., The Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto (梁祝小提琴協奏), Yellow River
Cantata (黄河大合唱), Dream of the Red Mansions (紅樓夢), The White-Haired Girl (白毛女), etc. In
other words, in addition to their aesthetic and artistic value, an investigation of this music collection
reveals much about the history and social life of modern China – a social commentary of modern China
and a distinctive record of their time.

The tradition of Chinese music as a combination of literary and acoustical aesthetics can provide
alternative opportunities for the study of Chinese history, as well as social and cultural developments.
Music, with the prominent position in Chinese society and intimate relationship to the poetry and
literature, is an intriguing site for examining the social and political movements in China. In fact,
modern Chinese music is perhaps the most important repository for studying the social and cultural
developments of modern China, because of their pioneering position in modern music development,
sheer number of compositions and extremely wide distribution, long lasting popularity and influence,
direct and intense connection with the processes of social struggles in the last hundred years, and
historical and contemporary significance in the lives of Chinese people.3
3
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X.
1.

CONCLUSION

Advantages:
The major advantage of the NML MARC Conversion Project is that it has enabled many NML titles
to be converted into MARC format, and then be added to the bibliographic database an automatic
fashion. Since NML has the largest collection of classical music online, the advantages of linking it
to the bibliographic database will lead to a significant enrichment of the database’s size and
coverage. This has the following benefits:


Users can perform One-Stop and comprehensive searching and retrieval of entire
collections of NML, as well as Lingnan Library in a simultaneous fashion. NML titles are
now inter-searchable with other collections – further reinforcing the concept of Library
Resources Portal via One-Stop Searching for users.



Much of the staff time and efforts that would originally be required for manual input
can now be eliminated. It is also an effective way to avoid errors caused by human
input.



Combining education with serious entertainment, NML offers additional resources that
dramatically expand what traditional libraries could offer in terms of reference,
collection development, education, listening, leisure, as well as entertainment, etc.



The benefits of the Naxos MARC Project are self-evident, and its success is proven by
the fact that Lingnan Library has one of the highest usage rates. And as of January
2005, Lingnan Library ranked number 4, out of all 241 NML subscribing institutions.

2.

Future Developments:


HNH and Naxos release about 200 new titles each year. More titles from labels will be
available later, as HNH International Ltd. also distributes other minor European labels.
In future, it is agreed that Naxos will provide title list of new additions to Lingnan
Library in December each year, provided we continue to subscribe to the NML. In order
words, it is expected that more MARC records will be added to Lingnan Library’s WebOPAC.



Video-on-Demand Service - Naxos is also planning to introduce video-clips of live
concerts and opera performances in video-on-demand format to the digital library in
near future. Naxos will first experiment with the 3-minutes video-clips, if successful,
followed by full/entire concert/opera performance in VOD. Provided enough
information is available, Lingnan Library also plans to convert these VOD titles into
MARC.
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Naxos Music Library: Size Ratio of Different CD Labels/Series

Naxos Jazz CD,
Naxos Jazz Legends

Naxos Historical Broadcasts
CD, Naxos Historical
Recordings CD

Naxos Nostalgia CD

Naxos Early Music CD

Naxos Regular CD

Naxos American Classics

Others
Marco Polo Film Music,
Marco Polo Western CD
Naxos World Music
Marco Polo Dacapo CD,
Marco Polo Dacapo Jazz CD
Great Cellists, Great Pianists,
Great Singers, Great
Violinists

Marco Polo Chinese CD,
White Cloud CD,
Yellow River Chinese CD
Great Opera Recordings

Labels
Great Opera Recordings

Total (Titles)

%

51

1%
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Singers, Great Violinists
Marco Polo Dacapo CD, Marco Polo
Dacapo Jazz CD
Marco Polo Film Music, Marco Polo
Western CD
Naxos American Classics

241

5%

744

16%

144

3%

Naxos Early Music CD
Naxos Historical Broadcasts CD, Naxos
Historical Recordings CD
Naxos Jazz CD, Naxos Jazz Legends

108

2%

65

1%

167

4%

Naxos Nostalgia CD

107

2%

2,072

44%

39

1%

151

3%

658

14%

4,676

100%

Naxos Regular CD
Naxos World Music
Marco Polo Chinese CD, White Cloud
CD, Yellow River Chinese CD
Others
Total
*data collected as of 7 October 2004
Labels (Others)

Total (Titles)

A Life

2

A Portrait

1

A-Z

2

Celestial Harmonies

80

Classics Explained

8

Deutsche Schubert-Lied-Edition

16

Discover the Classics

6

Gigli Edition

7

Great Conductors

32

Great Operetta Recordings

10

Life and Works

11

Listen Learn and Grow

5

Marco Polo British Light Music

25

Middle Kingdom CD

13

Naxos 18th Century

34

Naxos 21st Century Classics

22

Naxos American Jewish Music

21

Naxos Art and Music

13

Naxos Audiobook CD

3

Naxos Blues Legends

3

Naxos CD Box Set

1

Naxos Chinese CD

2

Naxos Educational Products

10

Naxos English Choral Music

9

Naxos English Song Series

9

Naxos Film Music Classics

1

Naxos Folk Legends

5
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Naxos Gospel Legends

1

Naxos Guitar Collection

67

Naxos Instrumental CD

14

Naxos International CD

41

Naxos Japanese Classics CD

8

Naxos Laureate

32

Naxos Light Classics CD

11

Naxos Music Library

1

Naxos Opera CD

48

Naxos Organ Encyclopedia

8

Naxos Sampler CD

7

Naxos Spanish Classics CD

19

Naxos Tintner Edition

9

Nx Liszt Complete Piano Music

21

Opera Explained

19

The Instruments of Orchestra

1
Total

658
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(APPENDIX IX) -- Flowchart of Converting NML Excel Data into MARC
Input the program settings (Input file
name, output file name etc.)

Read a row (record) from the E xcel
file

Write Leader and common MA RC
tags to out file

N

Generate MA RC 100, 245, 246
under different condition

Write other common MA RC tags to
out file

Is the end of file?

Y
Finish
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VERNACULAR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVAL
IN OCLC CONNEXION CLIENT
Daphne Wang

University of Oregon

Introduction
OCLC Connexion client, the new platform for integrated cataloging and metadata services, offers greatly
improved bibliographic indexing and retrieval capabilities as well as a wide range of enhancements in
cataloging functionality. Notably, the most significant improvement in non-Latin script cataloging is the total
access to vernacular data in bibliographical records. For the first time, non-Latin script (vernacular) data in
bibliographic records is fully indexed to the same level as Latin data has been treated in bibliographic
indexing. As a result, the efficiency and quality of vernacular data retrieval in WorldCat are far superior to
the searching capability and retrieval performance rendered by the previous versions of the OCLC CJK
software.
There are many unique features to be explored for non-Latin script cataloging in Connexion client, even
though much of the cataloging functionality available in the previous version of OCLC CJK software has been
integrated and carried over to Connexion client. Apart from the implementation of Microsoft IMEs (Input
Method Editors) for CJK data entry, vernacular searching in Connexion client and constructing vernacular
search keys represent the areas with the greatest changes in non-Latin script cataloging. The intent of this
article is to discuss and share our learning experience in searching and retrieval of non-Latin script (vernacular)
records in Connexion client. The examples of bibliographic records used in the discussion are selected from
the East Asian languages records in the WorldCat database.
1. New features in Connexion client for non-Latin script searching
In Connexion client, most indexes for Latin script searches also apply to vernacular searches, with one
exception: the derived searches are unavailable for vernacular searches. Derived vernacular searches such as VP
(personal names), VC (corporate names), VT (titles) and VA (name/title) previously available in OCLC CJK
3.11 are no longer offered in Connexion client. Conventional derived searches for Latin data such as 3,2,2,1
(for titles) and 4,3,1 (for personal names), etc. still work for romanized data (Latin script transliteration of
vernacular data) contained in non-Latin script bibliographic record; they just do not work for vernacular data
in such records.
Connexion client provides comprehensive indexing of vernacular data, and offers flexibility and a wide range
of options in searching methods. With the previous versions of OCLC CJK software, vernacular searching in
WorldCat was severely limited. Vernacular data in note fields and in subject headings was not indexed;
derived vernacular searches were inadequate to retrieve many relevant records, and the unavailability of
vernacular keyword searching further compromised the quality of retrieval results. These problems have been
effectively eliminated as a result of extended indexing in Connexion client. Mr. David Whitehair, the
Connexion client product manager of OCLC, indicates: “… now the non-Latin indexing is available in almost
100 keyword indexes, and the Latin and non-Latin scripts are included in the same indexes without separate
index labels. The same indexes with the same fields and subfields are indexed for all scripts.”
The comprehensive indexing in Connexion client provides enhanced access to essential vernacular information
contained in the body of non-Latin script records, regardless of where such data is located in a bibliographic
record, and whether or not it is in a field traditionally regarded as an access point. Not only is vernacular data
in names, titles, and subject headings now searchable, vernacular data in notes, imprints and non-traced titles
and series is also accessible with appropriate searching methods.
In the previous version of OCLC CJK 3.11, derived vernacular searches such as VT (titles), VC (corporate
names), VP (personal names), etc. only looked for vernacular data in indexed access points, excluding subject
headings. Vernacular data present elsewhere in the body of a bibliographic record was not always accessible,
unless such data was in indexed fields and could be found by derived vernacular searches. For example, in a
bibliographic record for a collection containing four works lacking a collective title, all four individual titles are
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transcribed in the title (245) field. It was impossible to search for the fourth vernacular title because this title
might not always be traced as an access point based on the relevant provision in AACR2. While in Connexion
client, vernacular keyword searching is capable of retrieving the fourth title even though it is not traced in an
access point field in the record.
Connexion client also offers increased flexibility and more options in performing vernacular searching such as:
• Latin and vernacular data may be combined in the same search query.
• Browsing (scan indexes) vernacular words, phrases and whole phrases under various indexes.
• Boolean operators also apply to vernacular searches to broaden or narrow the scope of searching.
2. Word searches and phrase searches: differences, strengths and limitations
Searches performed in WorldCat for cataloging may be roughly divided into two broad categories: target
searching and reference searching. In target searching, catalogers usually have pieces in hand, and the
bibliographic information needed to construct searches is readily available. For most cases simple numeric or
derived searches are just as effective as more sophisticated searches in achieving a successful retrieval--finding
the matching record in WorldCat if such record indeed exists in the database.
In original and copy cataloging, catalogers often search for reference records in WorldCat for a variety of
reasons. This type of search is basically reference searching when catalogers may or may not have sufficient
bibliographic information for certain items needed to construct numeric or derived searches. Whether or not
one has accurate or adequate bibliographic information for an item definitely affects search strategies, and
consequently determines how searches will be constructed.
Since derived searches are not available for vernacular searches, word searches and phrase searches become the
commonly used vernacular search methods. Browsing is used less often than other search methods. Word
indexes and phrase indexes currently make up the bulk of over 100 indexes available in Connexion client,
which facilitate keyword searching, phrase searching and browsing across a wide range of indexes, including
titles, personal names, corporate/conference names, series, subject headings, imprints, and notes, etc. To
explore the strengths and differences of word and phrase indexes, and examine how the indexes work to
support searching and retrieval of non-Latin script records in WorldCat, we focused on four most frequently
used searching methods: keyword search (index label kw:), title keyword search (index label ti:), title phrase
search (index label ti=), and title whole phrase search (index label tiw=).
Experimenting with these word and phrase searching methods not only allowed us to learn and compare the
different features of each index, but also helped us gain a better understanding of how word and phrase
indexes work in general in Connexion client. Although the search methods being discussed here are also
relevant to Latin script searches, the primary purpose of this study is to evaluate vernacular searching and
retrieval supported by various indexes in Connexion client.
■ Title phrase search (ti=)
Title phrase index is essentially the subfield index. Bibliographic information coded in each subfield in a
title is independently indexed, and the data in any single subfield in the title can be separately searched for.
Title phrase search (ti=) has the search criteria that have to be satisfied for successful retrieval:
• Multiple words within a single subfield need to be entered in sequence, beginning with the first word
in the subfield.
• All data belonging to the same subfield needs to be entered completely. If “partial” data is entered, the
retrieval could be incomplete or fail, unless phrase truncation is applied in the search key.
■ Title whole phrase search (tiw=)
Title whole phrase index is in fact the title proper index. Title whole phrase search (tiw=) also has search
criteria that have to be satisfied for successful retrieval:
• Multiple words within the title field need to be entered in sequence, beginning with the first word in
the title field, across multiple subfields, and including all data in subfield ‡a, subfield ‡n, or subfield
‡p, as appropriate.
• Title remainder information coded in subfield ‡b is not indexed for the title whole phrase search, and
thus needs to be excluded in the search key.
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•

Truncation may be applied to title whole phrase search when not all data in the title proper is entered
in the search key.

The differences in indexing between the title phrase index and the title whole phrase index affect searching
and retrieval in a number of ways. We have found that the title phrase search is more flexible and often
outperforms the title whole phrase search due to the following factors:
•

•

Data in every single subfield in the title field is indexed under the title phrase index, while title whole
phrase index excludes the subfield ‡b in the title indexing. In other words, title remainder
information coded in subfield ‡b is searchable under the title phrase index, but not searchable under
the title whole phrase index.
Under the title phrase index, bibliographic data coded in each subfield is independently indexed, and
thus can be separately searched for. This means one can search for the data in subfield ‡n, or subfield
‡p in titles without having to enter the data in the preceding subfield ‡a. However, this is not the case
with the title whole phrase index, in which data across multiple subfields in a title is sequentially
indexed from left to right, and one must enter data in the search query beginning with the first word
in the subfield ‡a, and include all data in the subsequent subfield ‡n, or subfield ‡p, as appropriate.

Under the title whole phrase index, directly searching for bibliographic data coded in subfield ‡n or subfield
‡p may not automatically guarantee successful retrieval, unless such data is also traced in other fields such as a
246 field (varying form of title), or 730/740 fields (title added entry). As an index searcher, one does not have
control over whether or not bibliographic data coded in subfield ‡n or subfield ‡p is also traced in other fields
in a bibliographic record. However, it helps to be aware that the title whole phrase search attempts to match a
query (phrase) against the entire title proper being indexed. If a title contains data coded in subfield ‡n or
subfield ‡p, such data needs to be entered following the information coded in the preceding subfield ‡a.
Otherwise, the retrieval may be compromised unless phrase truncation is applied. Here is one example:
The title whole phrase search, tiw=
, gets a system message: “No records found for your search.” The
search failed because the data coded in the subfield ‡p in the title field was not entered in the search key. If we
try again with one of the following three search methods,
ti=
Title phrase search
tiw=
*
Title whole phrase search with truncation
sca tiw=
Browsing (scan title whole phrase index)
three records are retrieved:
. p
. p
. p
The purpose of the title whole phrase index is to collocate main titles (titles proper) of bibliographic entities in
WorldCat. The title whole phrase index is very useful for browsing, but less efficient for searching due to its
indexing structure. It is hard to imagine anyone would want to use the title whole phrase search (tiw=) to find
records with long titles such as the ones in the following examples, as other search methods can retrieve these
records more quickly, and with fewer words required in the search keys.
20

.

p

,

-;
;

n

,
,

,

p
;

;
;

,
.
;

1;

2;

3

■ Phrase or whole phrase searches with truncation
Title phrase and title whole phrase searches are somewhat rigid searches which require that a searcher have the
prior knowledge of the exact title of a bibliographic item and input the complete data from left to right in the
search query. If one fails to enter complete bibliographic data from a field or subfield in the search key, the
retrieval may be adversely impacted. To reduce this inefficiency or inflexibility, using truncation in vernacular
phrase searches is one way to improve the quality of retrieval.
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In Latin data search, truncation must be preceded by at least three characters. However, there are no specific
rules indicating where truncation should be used in vernacular phrase searches. Applying truncation after
fewer words or after more words often produces different retrieval output. Phrase truncation is often useful in
cases when a vernacular title is longer, or consists of multiple subfields. For short titles, applying phrase
truncation may not be beneficial. The application of truncation in phrase and whole phrase searches is
basically a case-by-case judgment based on particular circumstances, and it may take more than one try to get
the satisfactory results.
If one prefers not to use truncation with phrase or whole phrase searches, the alternative would be browsing
(scan index), as browsing is the only type of search that automatically truncates phrases, and there is no need to
enter a truncation symbol (*) in the search query.
Here is one example in which the same phrase search is used with and without truncation. Truncation has
obviously broadened the search and rendered a more satisfactory retrieval.
Title phrase search: ti=
Title phrase search with truncation: ti=

1 record retrieved
20 records retrieved

*

■ Title keyword search (ti:)
Title keyword index supporting word browsing and searching is a more comprehensive index than the title
phrase and title whole phrase indexes; it covers many more fields and subfields in indexing. Although it is
generally true that word searches can find a term regardless of its placement in a field or subfield, there are
cases when word searches cannot find a term because of its placement in a field. These exceptions are
illustrated in Example 7 that we will be discussing.
■ The super index – keyword (kw:)
The keyword index (index label kw:), formerly the subject/title/contents index (index label st), is an expanded
index for keyword search offered in Connexion client. The keyword index (kw:) facilitates keyword searches
for names, titles, subjects, and notes, etc. in bibliographic records.
The greatest advantage of the keyword index (kw:) is that it is primarily a numeric and word-based index,
which goes beyond fields and subfields and indexes the very basic elements of bibliographic data -- words.
The majority of the word and phrase indexes in Connexion client, including the title keyword index (ti:), title
phrase index (ti=) and title whole phrase index (tiw=), rely on subfield codes in data indexing, which means
the placement of subfield codes in a field or subfield determines whether or not the data in the field can be
properly indexed. Keyword index (kw:) disregards subfield codes in word indexing, thus eliminating their
potentially adverse effect on retrieval in some cases.
The sample cataloging records to be discussed will demonstrate that keyword searches (kw:) consistently
outperform other searches such as title keyword (ti:) and phrase searches (ti= and tiw=) in achieving successful
retrieval. Often, when all other types of searches fail, keyword search (kw:) is the reliable last resort. Keyword
searching (kw:) works equally well for Latin or non-Latin script data, and is especially useful for reference
searching when one lacks complete bibliographic data in hand. The merits and strengths of the keyword index
(kw:) make it the most comprehensive, flexible and powerful index available in Connexion client. In fact,
keyword search (kw:) is the only type of search truly capable of finding a term regardless of its placement in a
field or subfield.
Another nice feature about keyword search is that the index label (kw:) is optional, i.e., keywords (Latin or nonLatin data alike) may be directly entered without being preceded by the indexed label (kw:), as shown in the
record examples.
While keyword index (kw:) offers flexibility in searching and the benefit of comprehensive retrieval, it may
inevitably retrieve some irrelevant records. In such cases, applying appropriate qualifiers or Boolean operators
with keyword search (kw:) will significantly improve precision in retrieval.
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3.

Put the indexes to work: case studies of vernacular searching and retrieval

In the foregoing discussion, we reviewed the different features of four search methods: title phrase search (ti=),
title whole phrase search (tiw=), title keyword search (ti:), and keyword search (kw:). To learn how these search
methods actually work in retrieving various types of non-Latin script (vernacular) records in WorldCat, a
sampling of records was selected to compare the strengths of the search methods and some of their limitations.
In each example, we will see how these various search methods work, and why some of them fail. Hopefully,
the comparison can offer useful information in helping select the most efficient search method given a
particular situation.
Often in reality, one may not have accurate bibliographic information for certain items before entering search
queries in WorldCat. Some of the sample records show that even when one has such information available,
how the data is actually transcribed and coded in cataloging records may be beyond our control. It is
important to be aware of the limitations of some search methods such as title phrase and title whole phrase
searches, and know what they do and what they cannot do. Keyword searches prove to be more flexible, and
they can overcome the limitations of phrase searches in providing better and more reliable retrieval results.
Keyword searches also have more tolerance for information inaccuracy in search queries than phrase searches.
Since the primary interest of this study is to investigate how various indexes in Connexion client work to
facilitate searching and retrieval of non-Latin script records in WorldCat, the romanized fields in the sample
records have been removed for the simplicity of the discussion. It should also be noted that there are usually
many different ways of constructing a search. The search queries demonstrated with each sample record are
intended to be illustrative, not to be comprehensive, or prescriptive. Obviously, there are other search
alternatives that work equally well but cannot be exhaustively listed in our discussion.
Example 1: OCLC # 24544507
100
245
250
260
300
440
504
651

1
10 21

.
:

?: b
1 .
: b
6, 419 p. : b ill. ;

/

c

: b
c 19 cm.

.
,

c 1989.

0
Includes bibliographical references.
Pacific Area x Economic conditions.

0

Successful search keys

Indexes searched
kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:

/1989
21
21

pn:
ti:
ti:
ti:
ti:
ti:

pn=
ti=
ti=
tiw=

tiw=
se:

se=

Failed searches and the reasons why they failed:
ti=
tiw=

“
” is not indexed as part of the subfield ‡b.
“
” is not at the beginning of the title proper in
subfield ‡a.
Title whole phrase index (tiw=) excludes data coded in the subfield
‡b, which is “
” in this case.
Series (440/490/830 fields) are not indexed under the title
phrase index (ti=).

tiw=
ti=
Example 2:
110 2

OCLC # 46716629
.
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245 10
246
246
250
260
300
546
505
650
650
610

20
: b
National Museum of Fine Arts.

30
31

= 20 century Chinese fine art : collection from China

20 century Chinese fine art
1 .
: b
; a
: b
, c 1999.
3 v. : b ill. (some col.) ; c 34 cm.
In Chinese.
Shang juan. 1900-1949 -- zhong juan. 1949-1978 -- xia juan. 1978-1999.
Art, Chinese y 20th century v Catalogs.
Art z China z Beijing v Catalogs.
v Catalogs.

0
0
0
24

Successful search keys

Indexes searched

/1999

kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:

20
*
20 century Chinese fine art

ti:
ti:
ti:
ti:
kw:

cn=
ti=

su=
tiw=

ti=
ti:

Failed searches and the reasons why they failed:
ti=
Although “
” is at the beginning of the subfield ‡b, it is followed by an English parallel title.
Just entering ti=
in the search key does not satisfy the phrase search criteria that require
entering the complete bibliographic data in the entire subfield ‡b. However, title phrase search with
truncation (ti=
*) will find this record.
tiw=
“

” is not the title proper, and is not indexed under the title whole phrase index (tiw=).

Example 3:
245
246
246
250
260
300
504
650
700
700
700
700
700

00
30
31

0
1
1
1
1
1

OCLC # 42737927
.

p

= Sanwen juan /

c

;

Sanwen juan
1 .
: b
, c 1998.
16, 9, 30, 592, 2 p. : b ill. ; c 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Chinese essays y 20th century.
, d 1939.
.
.
.

Successful search keys

Indexes searched
kw:

/1998
kw:

pn:
kw:
ti:

pn=
ti:

70

ti=

,

;

,

.
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kw:
kw:
kw:

*

ti:
ti:
ti:

ti=
ti=

tiw=

Failed searches and the reasons why they failed:
ti=
In a phrase search, multiple words need to be entered in sequence, beginning with the first word in the
subfield, i.e., ti=
.
tiw=
Title whole phrase search must include all data in the title proper, including the data coded in subfield ‡p,
in this case.
tiw=
Although the title proper “
” has been completely entered in the search key, the search
still failed due to the parallel title “Sanwen juan” following the section title “
”. Technically, the
parallel title “Sanwen juan” should have been coded in a subfield ‡b. However, when the subfield ‡b is
not physically in place, the parallel title “Sanwen juan” is lumped into the subfield ‡p as part of the
section title in indexing. For the title whole phrase search to work in this case, the search key needs to be:
tiw=
Sanwen juan, or with truncation: tiw=
*
.
Example 4:
100
240
245
246
260
300
440
505

1
10
10
3

650
650
700
700

0
0
1
1

OCLC # 39788674
,

d 1732-1796.

. b
.
.
/ c
,
.
.
.
.
: b
, c 1998.
v, 488 p. : b ill. ; c 22 cm.
; v 82
Iso rokujo / Mumu Do jin -- To shi sho / Inoue Randai -- Majirimame hanakuso gundan
/ Ko kodo Obata-shi -- Kokon niwakasen -- Kuro ururi / Rokitsuan -- Ekyo dai / Santo
Kyo den -- Inaka shibai / Manzo tei -- Chaban hayagatten / Shikitei Sanba.
Japanese wit and humor y Edo period, 1600-1868.
Short stories, Japanese.
, d 1930, d 1935-

0
0

This record is a typical case of a collection lacking a collective title. When collections such as this one contain
four or more works, individual titles subsequent to the first title are not normally traced in title added entries.
With the previous OCLC CJK software 3.11, only the first title could be retrieved via a derived search. There
are now more options available in Connexion client to search for other titles following the first title in this type
of record. Nevertheless, title phrase and title whole phrase searches will not automatically find all titles in the
245 field in this record. Keyword search (kw:) and title keyword search (ti:) are most effective in retrieving the
records of this type, as the keyword and title keyword searches can target any individual title that appears in
any position within an indexed field or subfield.
Successful search keys

Indexes searched
kw:
kw:

*
kw:
kw:

pn:
ti:
kw:
ti:
ti:
kw:

71

pn=
ti=
ti:

tiw=
ti=

ut=

ti:

tiw=

se:

se=
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Failed searches and the reasons why they failed:
ti=
In a phrase search, all data belonging to the same subfield needs to be entered completely in the search key.
In this case, the subfield ‡b actually includes three titles:
.
.
.
ti=
ti=
Since
searches.
Example 5:
100
240
245
260
300
440
500
500
651
710

0
10
00
0
0
2

and

are not the first titles in the subfield ‡b, they cannot be found by the title phrase

OCLC # 31938528
,

d 1752-1835.

.
.
.
c
[Peking] : b
, c 1992.
2, 116, 64, 190, 119 p. : b maps ; c 27 cm.
. p 1
Reprint.
Each page represents 2 leaves of the original texts.
Tibet (China) x History v Sources.
. b
.

Successful search keys

.

Indexes searched

/1992
kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:
/1992
*/1992

kw:
ti:
ti:
ti:
ti:
kw:
kw:
kw:

pn:
ti=

pn=
tiw=

cn:
ti:
ti:

cn=
tiw=
se:

ut=

se:

se=

Failed searches and the reasons why they failed:
ti=

*
Although the three titles “
.
.
” are considered title remainder information in
cataloging, there is not a subfield ‡b physically in place preceding these three titles. As a result, “
.
.
” are not picked up as the title remainder data by the title phrase index. Instead, they are
lumped into the same subfield ‡a, and indexed as part of the title proper.

This record for a collection containing four works by different authors is exactly the same type as the one
shown in Example 4. However, lacking the subfield code ‡b in the title field has skewed the subfield indexing
of bibliographic data in the title (245) field, and consequently affected searching and retrieval. In theory, the
three titles (
.
.
) following the first title are treated as the remainder of the title, and
should be coded in the subfield ‡b. When this subfield ‡b is not physically present where it is supposed to be,
.
.
are not indexed as the data belonging to the subfield ‡b; instead, they are
inadvertently indexed as part of the title proper in the subfield ‡a.
Example 6:

OCLC # 25554923

100 1
240 10
245 10

, d 1866-1910.
Selections. f 1988
;
;
;

;

;

;
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/
250
260
300
440 0

c
1

: b
, c 1988.
vii, 613 p., [21] p. of plates : b ill. ;

Successful search keys

c 21 cm.

Indexes searched
kw:
pn:
pn=
kw:
ti:
ti=
kw:
ti:
ti:
kw:
ti:
ti:
kw:
ti:
ti:
tiw=
se:

*
kw:
kw:
kw:

tiw=

This record has the same indexing problem as the one in Example 5. A subfield b that should precede the
second title (
) is not there; therefore, all of the individual titles in the 245 field have been lumped together
and indexed in the single subfield a. As a result, phrase searches for the first title (ti=
and tiw=
) will
not find this record. Phrase and whole phrase searches with truncation (ti=
* or tiw=
*) will retrieve the
record.
Attempts to use phrase searches (ti=) for any individual title other than the first title in the 245 field will fail.
Keyword search (kw:) and title keyword search (ti:) will both be successful in retrieving the record via any of the
titles in the 245 field.
There are more records of this type in WorldCat such as:
OCLC # 26212966 (data coded correctly in the subfield
245 00
. b
.
.

b)

OCLC # 39451696 (data coded correctly in the subfield
130 0
.
245 00
. b
.
.
/

b)

OCLC # 24746036
130 0
245 00
OCLC # 24547857
100 1
240 10
245 00

OCLC # 24746030
100 1
240 10
245 00
OCLC # 34478081
100 1
240 10
245 10
OCLC # 27685031
245 00

.
.
,

.

.

/

c

c

.

.

... [et al.]

.

/

.

c

.

d 1526-1590.
.

,

.

.

/

c

.

d 10th cent.
.

,

.

.

.

.

/

c

.

d 17th cent.
.

.
.

.
.

/
.

c
.
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,
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Example 7:

OCLC # 26975756

130 0
245 10

.
/
/

250
260
300
440
500
500
650
650
650
700

c
;

1 .
: b
711 p. ; c 19 cm.

;

.

/

;

.

/

;

.

.
:

b

,

c 1991.

0
Reprint.
Each page represents four pages of the original.
0
Medicine, Chinese x Early works to 1800.
12
Medicine, Chinese Traditional.
22 Acupuncture Therapy.
1
, d fl. 762.

Successful search keys

Indexes searched
kw:
kw:
kw:
kw:

pn:
ti:
ti:

pn=
ti=
ti=

tiw=
tiw=

ut=

ti:

tiw=

se:

se=

kw:
kw:
kw:

In this case (Example 7), the failed attempts for title keyword search (ti:), title phrase search (ti=) and title whole
phrase search (tiw=) to retrieve the record via the second title
, third title
and fourth title
show the drawbacks of title keyword index (ti:) and title phrase indexes (ti= and tiw=). Because these indexes
are strictly subfield-based indexes, the placement of subfield codes determines how data is indexed. In all
cataloging records, the subfield ‡c is the last coded subfield in the title (245) field, and there are not any other
subfield codes applied following the subfield ‡c.
In this record (OCLC # 26975756) the placement of the last three titles in the 245 field is after the subfield ‡c,
which means that these last three titles do not belong to any indexed subfields for indexing purpose. This is
why they do not get indexed for the title keyword search (ti:), title phrase search (ti=) and title whole phrase
search (tiw=).
This case also indicates that although title keyword search (ti:) is more flexible than phrase searches, it cannot
always find a term in a field or subfield. The placement of the term in a field or subfield does make a
difference in indexing and retrieval. It is more accurate to state that title keyword index (ti:) can find a term
regardless of its placement in a “properly indexed field or subfield.” The only search that will find a term
regardless of its placement in a field or subfield is the keyword search (kw:). As demonstrated in Example 7,
title keyword search (ti:) is unable to find the titles placed beyond the subfield ‡c in the title (245) field; however,
keyword search (kw:) succeeded in this regard. In WorldCat, there are more records of this type such as:
OCLC # 34478725
100 1
,
240 10
Poems
245 10

d 1667-1744.
[

OCLC # 30519210
100 1
240 10

,

c [
];[

].
... et al.

[
].

d 17th cent.
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245 10

/

c[

].

/[

].

/[

].

/[

].
OCLC # 30519211
100 1
240 10
245 10

,

d 16th cent.
/
/[

4.

c[

;
;

].
].

/[

/[
;

].

/[

,

].

].

Spacing in vernacular word search keys

Normally in word and phrase searches, vernacular words and phrases are entered in sequence without space
between words. Vernacular words and phrases being entered in search keys are adjacent words that are
grammatically meaningful. On a number of occasions, Ms. Hisako Kotaka, the Senior Product Manager,
Cataloging Products & Services Division of OCLC, advised the OCLC CJK member libraries about the issue of
spacing in vernacular keyword searching:
“In the new WorldCat CJK data indexing structure, each single CJK character is treated as a word. (In the
internal system data setting, each CJK character in the CJK text is actually separated by a space but such
treatment is invisible to the client users externally). The multiple CJK characters are programmed to hold the
auto-adjacency to the left for client CJK users. Because of the CJK text ‘continuous’ writing as one of
distinctive characteristics, the use of visible spaces in-between ‘words’ is inapplicable and improper for client
CJK users. Under such CJK-unique data handling condition -- the compounded CJK words is making a
phrase in a real sense but are indexed as keyword ( ti:, cn:, se:, pb:, etc. ) -- client CJK keyword search with
non-adjacent word(s) requires a space, that is ‘a forced space,’ to break the auto-adjacency in CJK ‘words.’"
— Hisako Kotaka
This unique feature of spacing between vernacular characters is very useful in keyword searching. It gives one
the flexibility to select his/her own “non-adjacent keywords.” Basically, if one wants to search for non-adjacent
vernacular words in records, he/she can just insert one space between the vernacular words in the search key. It
needs to be clarified that spacing between vernacular words applies only to vernacular keyword searches;
spacing cannot be applied to vernacular phrase searches and browsing. Here are two examples to demonstrate
how this feature works in vernacular keyword searches.
OCLC # 46716629 (the same record as shown in Example 2)
245 10

20
: b
National Museum of Fine Arts.

The search key: ti:20

= 20 century Chinese fine art : collection from China

fine art

In this title keyword search, a space is inserted between 20 and
, and another space is inserted between
and fine art. This is also a numeric/roman/vernacular combined search that retrieves the record in a direct hit.
OCLC # 31126093
245 00
250
260
300
504
650
650
700
710
740

0
0
1
2
0

, 1949-1989. p
= b A Contending series of social science,
1949-1989 / c
;
1 .
: b
: b
, c 1993.
6, 7, 927 p. ; c 21 cm
Includes bibliographical references.
Arts, Chinese.
Criticism.
.
.
Contending series of social science, 1949-1989.
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It may not be efficient to use phrase searches to try to find this record, because the title contains multiple
subfields, a range of years, and an English parallel title. Word search with spacing works very well in this case
(ti:
).
5.

What we learned from searching the sample records

The sample records used in this study helped us better understand the features and differences of frequently
used indexes in Connexion client, including their strengths and limitations, and how each index works.
Title phrase and title whole phrase searches (ti= and tiw=) are rather inflexible and “demanding” searches that
generally require more data in a search query, but the retrieval results are not necessarily great. Phrase searches
are often less efficient and have a greater chance for failure than keyword searches. Almost anything that
phrase searches are capable of doing can be accomplished as well by keyword searches. However, phrase
searches are incapable of doing everything that keyword searches can.
Four out of the seven sample records (Examples 3 and 5-7) that we have discussed show that how bibliographic
data is coded in a field or subfield in records could affect searching and retrieval in some cases. Because the
subfield code ‡b is not physically present in the title (245) field in Example 5, the same title phrase search (ti=)
that is successful in retrieving the record in Example 4 failed to work for the exact same type of record in
Example 5. Using keyword search (kw:) is the best way to minimize the adverse impact of such uncontrollable
coding factors in indexing, searching and retrieval.
Various subfield codes in headings or fields play a crucial role in title phrase indexing (ti=), title whole phrase
indexing (tiw=), and title keyword indexing (ti:). Computer programs do not have the ability to intelligently
distinguish a main title, section title, subtitle, or a parallel title in the title (245) field. It is the subfield codes in
headings or fields that serve as the markers to identify data belonging to each subfield so that the data can be
properly indexed. Because subfield codes guide phrase and word indexing, whether or not appropriate
subfield codes are physically in the right place in headings or fields directly affects how the data is indexed,
and consequently has the effect to make a search succeed or fail.
Data coding in bibliographic records is sometimes a factor over which an index searcher has no control.
However, one does have the option to select the most efficient search strategies and methods that work the best
for a given situation. Although the indexes in Connexion client will work the way they are designed to work,
human factors in shaping the process of searching and retrieval should not be underestimated. Connexion
client does provide an index searcher with options to improve the quality of retrieval. Applications of
qualifiers, use of Boolean operators, combining Latin and vernacular data in the same search query, spacing in
word searches, and vernacular browsing are some of the strategies to achieve more satisfactory retrieval results.
6.
■

Other issues to be aware of in vernacular searching
Center dot (•) in titles and corporate names affect browsing and phrase searches

Vernacular punctuations that are common in CJK languages records generally do not affect search and retrieval.
There is no need to enter such vernacular punctuations in search keys. However, there is an exception with the
vernacular center dot (•), its presence in titles and corporate names interferes with browsing and phrase searches,
causing problems in retrieval.
If a vernacular title or a corporate name heading in a bibliographic record contains a center dot (•) that was
entered in the record as a vernacular punctuation, browsing (scan indexes) will not find the targeted record
regardless of whether or not the center dot (•) is entered in the scan search keys. In other words, browsing fails
entirely when a title, or a corporate name (in a bibliographic record) being searched for contains one or more
center dots. We hope that this problem will be eventually corrected in Connexion client, as the center dot is a
frequently used vernacular punctuation in CJK records. Here are some of the records from WorldCat:
•
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•
•

•
•
•

=

•

•

:

b Fight in northern Shaanix [sic]
b
= Chuantong xianzhuang weilai

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

:
:
100

:

b

b
•

b
•

•
•
:

•
•

b

•

•

•

Phrase searches perform better in finding records with titles or headings containing a center dot (•). For
instance, if a vernacular title in a bibliographic record contains a center dot (•), and it is faithfully entered in
the search key, the record will be found. However, if the center dot (•) is left out in the search key, the targeted
record will not be found.
Keyword search is the best and highly reliable method for finding records with access points containing center
dots. There is no need to enter the center dot in keyword search keys for successful retrieval, and the center dot
has no effect on word searches.
In the following two examples, different searching methods have been experimented with to find targeted
records with access points containing center dots, and the search results are recorded for comparison.
OCLC # 47265727
100 1
, d 1935245 10
•
.
250
.
260
: b
, c 2000.
300
40, 179 p. : b ill. ; c 22 cm.
Title scan failed to retrieve this record because the vernacular title contains a center dot (•). Phrase searches will
find the record if the center dot is entered in the search key. Also, when a title or heading contains a center dot,
applying truncation (*) in phrase searches will get an error message. Fortunately, both keyword search (kw:)
and title keyword search (ti:) are successful in finding the record, disregarding the center dot.
Successful searches to retrieve the record OCLC # 47265727:
(omitting the index label kw:)
(omitting the index label kw:)
/2000
(a space between
and
)
Failed browse and phrase searches:
sca tiw=
sca tiw=
sca tiw=
ti=
ti=

•

no records found for browsing
no records found for browsing
Retrieved a different record OCLC # 53378495
Retrieved a different record OCLC # 53378495
no records found when the center dot (•) is left out

OCLC # 37198153
110 2
.
245 10
250
1 .
260
: b
300
1, 1, 392 p. ; c 27 cm.
500
Includes indexes.

,

.
:

b

,
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610 24
650 0
651 0

v Catalogs.
Catalogs, Publishers' z China.
China v Imprints v Catalogs.

•
•
is one of the leading publishers in China, and the corporate name appears in hundreds
of records in WorldCat. In this particular record, the publisher is both an author and a subject, and its name
appears in multiple indexed fields and headings, including 110, 245, 260 and 610 fields. Because the
corporate name
•
•
contains center dots, browsing failed to retrieve the targeted record under
all phrase and whole phrase indexes (ti=, tiw=, cn=, pb=, ncw=, suw=, etc.). Browse searches can find the
records in which the corporate name does not contain the vernacular center dot. Keyword searches successfully
find the targeted record.
Some of the searches retrieving the record OCLC # 37198153 in a direct hit:
(omitting the index label kw:)
(omitting the index label kw:)

/1995
/1995
/1995

ti:
su:

Failed browse and phrase searches:
sca tiw=
sca su=
sca cn=
sca cn=

ti=
cn=
cn=
■

•

•

•

•

getting an error message
no records found for browsing
getting an error message
Found more than 20 other records in which the
corporate name does not contain the vernacular center
dot.

•

•

*
/1995
*

getting an error message
no records found
found 26 other records in which the corporate name
does not contain the vernacular center dot.

Word sequence matters and affects retrieval

When vernacular words are entered in search keys, Connexion client compares the search query word by word
in sequence against the index being specified in the search, looking for the exact match. The sequence of
words entered in the search key determines what will be returned as search results. For example, the searches ti:
and ti:
produce very different retrieval results. Likewise, ti:
and ti:
are not
equivalent searches. In these situations, a combined search would produce a more comprehensive retrieval:
ti:
ti:

or ti:
or ti:

■ Non-Latin script records may not contain transliteration in parallel romanized fields
In Connexion client, non-Latin script records are allowed to have vernacular data only, or romanized data only.
This implementation departs from the convention that non-Latin script records must contain bibliographic data
in paired vernacular and romanized fields. Although the practice of vernacular data only in records is not
encouraged, non-Latin script records without Latin script transliteration in parallel romanized fields can
technically enter the WorldCat database. Such records literally do not have roman access points, thus cannot
be found by Latin searches. When a roman or a vernacular search fails to find a record, it may not necessarily
mean that the record does not exist in WorldCat; additional searches may be necessary.
Concluding remarks
The Connexion client is a superior cataloging platform for non-Latin script users, offering a wide range of
choices and options that were not ever available before. The system’s remarkable capabilities in handling non-
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Latin scripts data and providing greatly enhanced access to vernacular records in WorldCat have brought the
processing of non-Latin script materials and resource sharing to a new level.
Vernacular searching is no longer a severely limited access mechanism compared to romanized search methods.
In fact, vernacular searching offers unique advantages to remedy some of the intrinsic drawbacks in romanized
search methods. For example, word division is constantly an issue in romanized searches, and it can often
impact the search results. With vernacular searching, word division is no longer an issue. For CJK languages,
homophones (i.e., many different characters pronounce and romanize exactly the same way) can often affect the
precision of retrieval. Vernacular searching can sufficiently minimize the adverse effect of homophones on
retrieval.
Roman and vernacular search methods are complementary in providing access to materials in the WorldCat
database. Since it is the vernacular data that conveys primary information for bibliographic identification and
retrieval, the access to such data and materials is important to both communities of resource users and resource
access providers connected via the bibliographic utility. With the successful implementation of Connexion
client that continues to evolve, OCLC has made great strides in bridging the gap between multi-lingual, multiscript resources and their access in WorldCat.
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REPORT ON THE NCC OPEN MEETING 2005
Friday, April 1, 2005, 1:00-4:00pm
Japan Information Center, Olympia Center, Suite 1000
737 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611
Unless otherwise noted italicized sections indicate direct links to the individual statements and
PowerPoint presentations which are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/openmeeting2005.html
NCC Chair Toshie Marra opened the meeting and introduced Hiroko Matsuo, Director of the Japan
Information Center of Chicago who welcomed the group on behalf of the Consul General. Ms. Matsuo also
encouraged participants to enjoy the illustrated panels outlining the history of Chicago-Japan relations in
the lobby, and she thanked Eizaburo Okuizumi (University of Chicago) who assisted in the preparation of
those panels.
As part of her other introductory remarks Toshie welcomed new NCC Council members: Tomoko Steen (July
2005-June 2008) who will replace Tomoko Goto; Susan Matisoff, Humanities Faculty Representative (July
2005-June 2008) who will replace Sally Hastings; and Laura Hein, Japan Foundation American Advisory
Committee Representative (from 2005) who has replaced Yoshiko Samuel.
After quickly reviewing the agenda content, Ms. Marra made the following announcements: Among the
news items from Japan she congratulated Akio Yasue on his recent appointment as Deputy Librarian of the
National Diet Library of Japan. She also acknowledged the following guests from NDL: Kiyoko Murakami,
Assistant Director, Domestic Materials Acquisition Division and Ryuichi Okawa, Assistant Director, Asian
Resources Division, Kansai-kan. She also reminded members of the recent closing of International House of
Japan for renovations. Its Library will be open to IHJ members only from April 2005-March 2006 during the
remodeling of the main IHJ building; copy services to overseas libraries will continue. She also announced
that Keiko Higuchi, Librarian of International House of Japan, left the Library as of March 31, 2005. She
publicly thanked Ms. Higuchi for her long support of international library issues and her many assistances to
the NCC and the North American library community.
Toshie concluded her opening remarks by noting two further NCC-sponsored events taking place on the AAS
Calendar: The Japanese Publishers and Vendors Roundtable Session held on Friday, April 1, 2005, 7:00
p.m.-9:00 p.m. in Columbus Hall KL, Hyatt Regency Chicago and the North American Japanese Company
Histories (Shashi) Interest Group’s panel discussion “Treasure Troves for Research: Japanese Company
Histories (Shashi)” on Saturday, April 2, 2005, 1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. at Columbus Hall H, Hyatt Regency
Chicago.
She then turned the meeting over to Digital Resources Committee Chair Tomoko Steen (Science,
Technology and Business Division, The Library of Congress) and Co-Chair Robert Britt (Marian Gould
Gallagher Law Library, University of Washington) who led the discussion of digital resource-related issues.
The handout “NCC DRC Introduction” can be found on the DRC webpage listed below.
Rob talked about the DRC webpage (http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/drc.html) and the work of the
previous committee (through December 2004). He discussed the role of the webpage in chronicling digital
resource related issues and noted that the page was not used very much despite having a specific section
designated for that purpose. He also spoke about the committee goals, giving examples of DRC efforts in
the previous year. These included Tokiko Bazzell and Ellen Hammond’s visit to Japan for the Japan Special
Libraries Association Meeting (June 2003), the DRC’s creation of a model contract (although the decision
was made not to publish it), and working with a go-between to create new ways to work with vendors. He
named the members of the current DRC in addition to the Chair and Co-Chair (since January 2005): Tokiko
Bazzell (University of Hawaii), Beth Katzoff (Cornell University), Eiko Sakaguchi (University of Maryland),
Laura Wong (The Library of Congress), and Keiko Yokota-Carter (University of Washington. Rob also
discussed continuing issues for the DRC, including technical issues like networking CD-ROMs on campus,
preferring IP range access, problems with acquisitions due to restrictive copyright requirements, and the
need to cite materials, as well as legal issues.
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He then opened discussion up to the group, asking for examples of problems encountered, successes
experienced, or any recommendations from those in attendance. (That discussion is reported below and
grouped according to the specific resources discussed.)
NIKKEI TELECOM
Kuniko Yamada McVey (Harvard University) raised the issue of Nikkei Telecom. Although it is a desirable
product, she said, due to issues related to copyright and access, there does not seem to be a school in the
U.S. that has had success getting a workable contract with Nikkei.
Yasuko Makino (Princeton University) responded that Princeton has an $80 per month subscription that is
password based and she is the only one with the password. There is limited access but patrons get their
information by going to the librarian’s office and having her do the search for them. It is very labor
intensive and restrictive, but it is the best they have been able to obtain.
Sachie Noguchi (Columbia University) responded that Columbia is trying to get Nikkei Telecom. It has had
problems with the contract which has been sent to the university counsel’s office and she is waiting to hear
their response. Nikkei said that they couldn’t change the contract.
For those not familiar with Nikkei Telecom, Sachie explained that it has major Japanese newspapers –
central and local. In the past English newspapers were also included, but now it is limited to Japanese
newspapers. Nikkei is indispensable for researchers but Columbia’s East Asian Library has been unable to
subscribe due to contract limitations. She mentioned that the Center for Japanese Economy and Business,
one of Columbia’s research institutes, does subscribe independently and affiliates can access Nikkei
through that link.
Tokiko Bazzell pointed out that Nikkei’s limitations on citing and digital downloading make it impossible for
Nikkei to be used for research purposes. For example, students who want to do a word analysis are unable
to do so because they cannot cite Nikkei. The problem is that the database was developed with corporate
clients in mind and their licensing limitations are driven by concerns of corporate competition and profit
not the needs of researchers with no monetary applications intended. When she explained such scholarly
uses to Nikkei representatives she was told that the system could be used in this manner on an honor
system basis but the contract wording could not be changed. However Tokiko noted that the legal advisors
to academic institutions couldn’t agree to such terms. Sachie Noguchi said that Columbia has had the same
problem with Asahi.
Rob Britt brought up a similar point made in the Committee on Japanese Materials (CJM) meeting at CEAL
where Amelia McKenzie, Director of the Asia Collections at the National Library of Australia, spoke about
how her library tried to get a database and could not because they needed terms of the service to be
spelled out in writing. She spoke of licensing and issues with downloading, printing, unlimited viewing,
saving, etc. Rob, who comes from a law school library, noted that legal departments get nervous about
vague arrangements.
WEB OYA BUNKO
Sachie Noguchi asked if anyone had a consortial license for the Web Oya Bunko database and Haruko
Nakamura (Yale University) said not to her knowledge. Ellen Hammond translated an agreement from
Japanese to English at Yale, but this is not a consortial arrangement. She said that Ellen plans to put her
translation on the web. Five institutions subscribe right now and Rob asked those present to email him if
interested in also subscribing and he will pass on the information.
JAPANKNOWLEDGE
Kris Troost (Duke University) pointed to the positive example of JapanKnowledge which is willing to divide
its price among smaller institutions. Japan Knowledge allows for a license using IP range access. At Duke,
Japanese studies resources include Waseda, NDL, The Central Library in Tokyo, JACAR – and the library’s
website and other library materials point students and faculty to those resources. Duke has also cataloged
their databases on OCLC. Yasuko Makino said that Princeton has databases cataloged on OCLC under
Japanese studies as well.
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NICHIGAI
Ken Tanaka (University of Maryland) referred to the March 23, 2005 notification that Nichigai would stop
service of Sakka Shippitsusha Jinbutsu Fairu (Japanese Writer’s Who’s Who) as of March 2006, because of
the April 1st privacy law. He said that he was advised to change to WHO II, but it is more expensive. Kris
Troost said that Duke subscribes to WHO through Nichigai and that they have a pay per use subscription
that she highly recommends.
CiNii
Toshie Marra (UCLA) brought up the huge expectations Japanese librarians have for GeNii and using CiNii to
get full text materials. She wondered if the OPAC and CiNii could be linked so that a patron searching the
OPAC would be able to see the article when available in full text in CiNii. Akira Miyazawa (Director,
Research Information Research Division at NII) responded to Toshie’s question by saying that the OPAC
needs an interface for this. He mentioned SFX software (open URL). Michiko Ito (University of Kansas) said
she used the test version of CiNii and it did not cover the humanities and social sciences much at present.
She wondered if this would change. Prof. Miyazawa’s response was that Zassaku (Japanese Periodical
Index, NDL) is included in CiNii and they have a road map to expand the CiNii database but that their first
target is to cover science, technology, and medical science materials. The reason being that the citation
data for Japanese humanities articles is both difficult to find and costly. Prof. Miyazawa said that social
sciences will be a 2nd or 3rd priority for some major journals but he could not say when this would be
implemented.
Tomoko Steen concluded the session by mentioning three principal goals she envisions for the DRC:
1. Setting up workshops for electronic resource education (possibly at LC)
2. Possibly making the DRC website a blog to make it more interactive
3. Networking with other Japanese librarians in Europe and Australia so that this would be global
She gave her contact information for comments: tste@loc.gov, and that of Co-Chair, Rob Britt:
rrbritt@u.washington.edu. (The summary for the DRC portion of the meeting was taken by Beth Katzoff.)
The Open Meeting then returned to its further agenda and Chair Toshie Marra next introduced Hiroyuki
Good (University of Pittsburgh), interim curator of the JAC Western Collection, who gave a brief report on
the Japan Art Catalog (JAC) Projects. At the end of October 2004 the Art Catalog Library within ACE Japan
terminated its library services and the collection of over 20,000 Japanese art exhibition catalogs originally
held at the Art Catalog Library was transferred to the new National Art Center, Tokyo, which will open in
January 2007 in Roppongi.
The Multi-Volume Sets (MVS) Committee Report and a discussion of MVS Project Application Strategies
were given by MVS Co-Chair Reiko Yoshimura (Freer and Sackler Galleries of Art). She announced that 14
MVS Grants were given to 12 different institutions for 2004-2005 for a total of 10,601,543 yen.
She then offered an overview of the MVS Project which is a national cooperative collection development
effort acquiring expensive Japanese language material that does not exist elsewhere in the U.S.
She encouraged participants to apply for MVS Grants. The next pre-screening deadline will be November 7,
2005.
She noted that MVS seeks applications that make a clear case of institutional need for sets published at
least 2 full years before the application date. She also stressed the need for institutions to detail who will
use the titles and in what ways. Special consideration may be given to titles that support new and
emerging areas of scholarship that do not exist elsewhere in the U.S. The MVS homepage is found at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/mvs/html. A brief presentation on MVS Titles at Chicago, 1993-2005,
was also given by Eizaburo Okuizumi (University of Chicago) highlighting the materials acquired with partial
funding from the MVS Project.
An Update on the AAU/ARL/NCC Japan Project and ILL/DD Committee was provided by NCC Executive
Director Victoria Bestor and Sharon Domier (University of Massachusetts-Amherst), who is the Co-Chair of
the NCC’s new ILL/DD Committee which will provide support to the Global ILL Framework. Sharon briefly
reviewed important points about making ILL requests through GIF using the NACSIS Webcat. She noted that
one needs to click on an institution’s abbreviated symbol to locate information on that library. And then
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go to OCLC (NII-OCLC Link) and give the record number to your ILL librarian. She offered a few tips for
reading holding statements which included: knowing which volumes are held is listed, Vols. (starting yrending yr), and that + in the listing means the institution intends to continue subscribing to the full series.
Sharon particularly asked that users let her and the committee know what trouble they may encounter and
mentioned that Osamu Inoue at Tokyo Institute of Technology is our liaison in Japan.
The Report on the Training the Trainers (T-3) Project and its future plans was begun by Committee CoChair Kristina Troost (Duke University), who discussed planning and implementation of the project so far.
With generous funding support provided by the Japan Foundation, NCC organized two sessions of the
Training the Trainers (T-3) workshops, one at UCLA in August 2004 and the other at Duke in January 2005,
to educate a total of 33 librarian-instructors in the best practices for offering hands-on training for
Japanese electronic resources to faculty and students. Sharon Domier, lead instructor for the two T-3
Workshops, then discussed content with brief presentations by three T-3 Trainees: Tadanobu Suzuki
(University of Victoria), Chiaki Sakai, (University of Iowa), and Yunshan Ye (Macalester College).
Victoria Bestor then announced the Japan Foundation’s funding of the next phase of the NCC’s UserTraining efforts with the Electronic Resource Training Workshops Project. She reported that the Japan
Foundation has given the NCC a $40,000 grant for the next year with the objective of making a
comprehensive program in digital training for users of e-resources in all parts of the country. The grant will
help the NCC to: 1) Co-sponsor up to 10 training workshops annually; 2) Plan and create an E-resource
website, with an archive of lesson plans, online tutorials, user guides, and links; and 3) Launch a new email discussion list.
Vickey noted that a range of possible formats is also encouraged for workshops including but not limited to
the following: 1) Introductory presentation sessions, 2) Digital materials for the classroom, 3) Hands-on
teaching resources, 4) Hands-on for research, 5) Disciplinary focused sessions, 6) Multiple language formats.
She encouraged audience members to think of possible venues for e-resource training sessions and to notify
her of any institutions or groups that might be interested in providing co-sponsorship.
The presentation on the Japan Studies Information Specialist Training Seminar was given in two parts by
Keiko Yokota-Carter (University of Washington) and Michiko Ito (University of Kansas), two of the four U.S.
participants for 2004. Together with Eiichi Ito (Library of Congress) and Toshie Marra (UCLA) the 2004
participants have created a JSIST2004 webpage on the NCC site at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/JSIST2004/index.html. The 2004 participants particularly thanked NCC
webmaster Brigid Laffey for assisting them in creating the site and getting it mounted so quickly.
Kyoko Murakami (National Diet Library) made a presentation on NDL’s Reference Kyodo Database
(Collaborative Reference Database Project). The Database will be released in October 2005. It includes
collected reference examples from libraries in Japan which will be accessible via the Internet. The
database included reference questions from 148 member libraries. The project includes 4 databases: 1)
Reference examples – queries and answers (12,000 items), 2) Manuals (171 items), 3) Special collections,
and 4) Profile data of member libraries (of which there are 283, 60% public, 27% academic, and 10% special
libraries).
At the conclusion of the meeting Toshie Marra thanked those who attended and also the Japan Information
Center and its director Hiroko Matsuo for providing the venue for the NCC’s 2005 Open Meeting.
Unless otherwise noted italicized sections indicate direct links to the individual statements and
PowerPoint presentations which are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/openmeeting2005.html
Report summarized by Victoria Lyon Bestor and Beth Katzoff
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REPORT ON THE NCC’S JAPANESE PUBLISHERS AND VENDORS ROUNDTABLE
Held in Conjunction with the 2005 AAS Annual Meeting
Friday April 1, 2005, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Hyatt Regency Hotel Chicago, Columbus Hall KL
Unless otherwise noted italicized sections indicate direct links to the individual statements and
PowerPoint presentations which are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/pvroundtable2005.html
NCC Chair Toshie Marra began by welcoming the audience of attendees and thanking the ten publishers and
the vendors, Kinokuniya Bookstores of America and the Japan Publications Trading Co., Ltd., who agreed to
take part. This roundtable was planned to provide an added opportunity for Japanese publishers and
producers of digital resources to discuss the special characteristics of their firms and to introduce newly
published print and electronic materials of interest to those in the field of Japanese studies. It was also
hoped the session would reach out to scholars and librarians in isolated environments without easy access
to major Japanese studies collections or expert Japanese studies librarians to assist in their collection
development efforts.
Each speaker made their presentation in turn: Shinsuke Yagi of Fuji Shuppan, Yuichiro Ishida of Hon-NoTomosha, Hideo Okano of Kuroshio Shuppan who represented the Languages and Linguistics Publishers
Forum and was recommended by the Japan Publications Trading Co. Ltd., Hiroshi Tobe of Kashiwa Shobo,
June Tateno of NetAdvance Inc., Takashi Yoshizawa of Nihon Tosho Senta, Masao Yoneda of Ozorasha,
Satoko Matsumura of Rinsen Shoten, Hiroshi Kawakami of Yumani Shobo, and Sei Higuchi of Yushodo
Company Ltd. Their full presentations are available at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/pvroundtable2005.html.
Following the last presentation, Toshie Marra opened the floor to questions from the audience. A summary
of the Q&A contributed by Daikichi Mitake of Kinokuniya Bookstores of America and Toshie Marra follows:
Q: Some publishers claim that they publish certain titles of books on an “on-demand” basis, but it is not
clear what the “ondemando-ban オンデマンド版” indication in the book exactly means, particularly
regarding the publication date. I would like to know what constitutes the “ondemando-han” indication,
because cataloging rules in North America instruct us to treat on-demand publications differently from
regular publications. (Hideyuki Morimoto, Columbia University)
A: It is necessary to check the practices of my company in order to answer the question. (Sei Higuchi,
Yushodo)
Subsequently, the following answers were provided by several publishers:
Sei Higuchi, Yushodo: We have published many reprint titles for years. Among them there are a few
titles published on an on-demand basis. For us, on-demand publication means on-demand reprinting,
therefore we apply our reprint policy to on-demand publication. Usually we print any publications in
multiple copies at one time and keep them in stock. On receipt of orders, we deliver them. However in
the case of on-demand editions, we print one copy for each order and deliver it in a timely fashion. We
(Yushodo) think the difference between ordinary reprints and on-demand reprints is the number of times a
work is printed or duplicated. We print the publication year of on-demand editions on the title page and
leave the colophon of original edition as it is. From then on, the publication year of on-demand editions
will not be changed until the revision of on-demand edition is made. We now understand that the exact
date of printing is an important fact for catalogers and we are very sorry not to have considered this
question when on-demand reprint copies have been duplicated. The time will come in the near future
when publishing brand-new titles on an on-demand basis takes place. When that day comes, however, we
are not sure we would apply the same policy to them.
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Yuichiro Ishida, Hon-No-Tomosha: Here is an example of one of our “on demand” publications, Kozakai
Fuboku Tantei Shōsetsu Zenshū. This reprint set, with new introduction, was originally published in June
1992 with ISBN 4938429586 for ¥72,000 (excluding tax), and all the copies were sold out. Later in 2004
when another set of Kozakai was published, we decided to republish Kozakai Fuboku Tantei Shōsetsu
Zenshū on an “on demand” basis. This republication has the same content as the previous edition, but the
price increased to ¥96,000, and we assigned a new ISBN 4894394502 to this set to distinguish from the
other previously published set. In summary, we consider “on demand” publication as a new product, and
therefore, the colophon of the “on-demand” edition includes the new date of publication.
Hiroshi Kawakami, Yumani Shobo: “On demand” publishing is a mode of publishing in which we store the
scanned content of a publication and upon receiving an order, print it out and bind it in a book format.
Since the colophon is made earlier, all “on demand” publications have the original publication date and no
new colophon is added to them. The same practice was applied to Shōwa Shoki Sekai Meisaku Hon’yaku
Zenshū. That is, all the “on demand” copies produced should have the date of May 26, 2004 in the
colophon. Those books expected to sell only a small number of copies that would be difficult to be
published in regular mode of publishing are published on an “on demand” basis. An “on demand”
publication is made in a different way from regular publications, but they look exactly the same as the set
published and bound on the original date of publication.
Q: “JapanKnowledge” is useful for not only faculty members and graduate students but also for
undergraduates. Although there is a users’ guide in Japanese (“katsuyō gaido 活用ガイド”), it would be
useful if NetAdvance would produce a guide in English especially for undergraduates. (Michiko Ito,
University of Kansas)
A: NetAdvance acknowledges the need of creating a users’ guide in English for JapanKnowledge, and we
hope to make it available by August 2005. Once the guide is made, we will make it available from the
JapanKnowledge home page so that individual users can use it easily by downloading it themselves. (June
Tateno, NetAdvance)
Q: Fujin Sansei Shiryō 婦人参政資料, a new publication from Nihon Tosho Senta, consists of 16mm
microfilms. Is any special equipment necessary for viewing these 16mm microfilms? (Kuniko Yamada McVey,
Harvard University)
A: Regular microfilm readers would work to view these microfilms. (Takashi Yoshizawa, Nihon Tosho
Senta)
A: The difference between the 35mm and 16mm microfilms is the reduction ratio. It is necessary to use
an appropriate lens for magnifying 16mm microfilms. At some universities in Japan, different microfilm
readers are assigned for using 16mm and 35 microfilms. In any case, no special equipment is necessary to
view 16mm microfilms. (Sei Higuchi, Yushodo)
Q: Is the CD-ROM index for Fujin Sansei Shiryō compatible with English Windows XP? (Kuniko Yamada
McVey, Harvard University)
A: Yes, it is compatible. Although the publisher Nihon Tosho Senta could not try it with English Windows
XP themselves, the distributor Kinokuniya Bookstores tried it and confirmed its compatibility with English
Windows XP, not only for searching but also for printing. (Daikichi Mitake, Kunokuniya)
Q: Regarding Fujin Sansei Shiryō, is the publisher considering providing online access to the resource
instead of selling it in CD-ROM and microfilm formats? (Michiko Ito, University of Kansas)
A: We understand that library users in North America tend to prefer online products rather than those in
CD-ROM format. However, it would be difficult for us to jump into the online service business suddenly.
Please understand that Nihon Tosho Senta has extensive experience in publishing reprinted academic print
sources. The main body of this particular resource was produced on microfilms, and a CD-ROM index had
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been produced by the Ichikawa Fusae Kinenkai, the owner of the archives. So, we decided to sell the CDROM index together with the microfilm set. It seems that no Japanese publishers specializing in reprinting
academic sources provide users with online access to the content of CD-ROMs by allowing the downloading
of content to their servers. We work quite differently from online products producers such as Nichigai
Associates and NetAdvance Inc. However, we would like to consider permitting network access for the CDROM index to libraries that purchased the microfilm set. I hope you understand our position. (Takashi
Yoshizawa, Nihon Tosho Senta)
At the conclusion of the session, Toshie Marra thanked the speakers and those who participated late into
the evening.
Unless otherwise noted italicized sections indicate direct links to individual statements and the
PowerPoint presentations which are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/pvroundtable2005.html
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Shashi Panel Discussion
April 2, 2005
AAS Chicago
The North American Shashi (Japanese Company Histories) Interest Group held its first panel discussion
program on April 2, 2005, at the Association for Asian Studies (AAS) Annual Conference in Chicago. The
North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC) and the Shibusawa Memorial
Museum Resource Center cosponsored the program.
The Panel Discussion was entitled, "Treasure Troves for Research: Japanese Company Histories (Shashi)"
and featured four panelists: Dr. Lonny Carlile, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Dr. Saruri Guthrie Shimizu,
Michigan State University, Ms. Maureen Donovan, Ohio State University, and Ms. Izumi Koide, Shibusawa
Memorial Museum Resource Center. Mr. Eizaburo Okuizumi, University of Chicago, served as a discussant.
After the panel discussion, Dr. Richard Smethurst, University of Pittsburg, made an announcement
regarding shashi collections within the Mitsui Collection donated to the university library.
In spite of all the concurrent program schedule conflicts, the Shashi Panel Discussion attracted an audience
of more than 30 people. Dr. Carlile presented the analysis of two Shashi editions published in two separate
time periods. It made one realize how historical events can be shaped by the era in which they are written,
and the importance of analyzing different editions of shashi. Dr. Shimizu, an American historian, described
how shashi publications provided her with hard-to-find information on the Japanese companies that
operated in North America. Dr. Shimizu illustrated her talk with many examples of information contained
in shashi, which she utilized effectively for her research analysis in her books and articles. Ms. Maureen
Donovan introduced many examples of shashi and shashi-like publications in cartoon format. As Ms.
Donovan is a Japanese manga expert, it is no surprise that she is the one who spotted and called attention
to this unique form of shashi. Lastly Ms. Izumi Koide presented the exciting project of the shashi database
after her brief introduction of the Shibusawa Memorial Museum. She analyzed the present bibliographic
environment of shashi and raised many issues related to the shashi publication's bibliographic control.
The Shashi Interest Group expresses its gratitude to two Japanese publishers, Yumani Shobo and Nihon
Tosho Center, for allowing display of some of the shashi reprints in the room.
For more information including the text and PowerPoint slides of Ms Koide's presentation, please visit the
web site <http://www.hawaii.edu/asiaref/japan/company/interest.htm >.
Tokiko Y. Bazzell
Co-chair of the North American Japanese Company Histories (Shashi) Interest Group
University of Hawaii at Manoa
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RETIREMENTS
Dr. Richard Wang
In July 2004, after eighteen years of dedicated service, Dr. Richard Wang retired from his position as the
Chinese Studies Librarian at the University of California San Diego Libraries.
Dr. Wang received his BA in Law from the National Taiwan University, his M.L.S. from the Rutgers
University, and his M.A. and Ph.D. in Chinese History from the University of Virginia.
Dr. Wang began his library and academic career at Ladycliff College, Highland Falls, N.Y., as Assistant
Librarian and Assistant Professor from 1963 to 1967. Afterwards he was Bibliographer/Cataloger at the
University of Virginia Libraries until 1972. From 1972-1975 he worked as Graduate Instructor in Chinese
Language at the University of Virginia. He then was Associate Professor and the East Asian Librarian at the
University of Minnesota Libraries from 1976-1988 before he was recruited by the UCSD Libraries as Chinese
Area Studies Librarian.
Dr. Wang’s publications include “Southern Ming in Chinese Periodicals: A Tentative Bibliography, 19101979,” Ming Studies 10 (Spring 1980):38-64; “A Reappraisal of Comrade Wu Han’s Biography of Zhu
Yuanzhang by Chen Wudong,” (translated by Richard Wang) Ming Studies 11 (Fall 1980):27-30; Ming Studies
in Japan: A Classified Bibliography, 1961-1982 (Minneapolis, Minn.: Ming Studies, History Dept., University
of Minnesota, 1985); Area Bibliography of China (Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 1997).
Dr. Wang maintained active memberships in the Association for Asian Studies (AAS), Council on East Asian
Libraries (CEAL), the Chinese American Librarians Association (CALA), and the Librarians Association of the
University of California (LAUC). He has also served in the San Diego Chinese communities, including the
San Diego Chinese Historical Society and Museum, and the Chinese Language School in North Country.
In the late 1970s, right after the Cultural Revolution in China and when he was affiliated with the
University of Minnesota, Dr. Wang was a member of the first group of librarians from the U.S. who visited
China to establish professional U.S.-China relationships for libraries and librarians. Dr. Wang’s experience
was instrumental in establishing and developing the UCSD Libraries’ Chinese resources for both the
International Relations and Pacific Studies Library and East Asia Collection, which won him distinguished
and widely-acknowledged fame within a relatively short period. Dr. Wang has also been highly valued by
the faculty and students for his excellent reference and instructional services at UCSD. His professional
knowledge of the bibliography of Chinese Studies and his wide connections among Asian librarians in the
U.S. proved invaluable in identifying and locating rare sources for UCSD scholars, especially for the fine
group of young Ph.D.s produced by the modern Chinese history program. Dr. Wang is also a self-taught
artist in the areas of Chinese calligraphy and water color painting with a keen eye for the library’s Chinese
art book collection.
After his retirement, in addition to many other plans, Dr. Wang hopes to contribute some of his time to an
Education Foundation in China, which will help students from poor areas of the country.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate Dr. Richard Wang for his great achievements during his
library and academic careers and offer my best wishes upon the opening of another new frontier in his life.
Jim Cheng, Head International Relations and Pacific Studies Library/East Asia Collection
University of California, San Diego
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Susie Cheng
Susie Cheng retired as the China Specialist Librarian from the University of Hawaii’s Asia Collection in
August 2004.
Susie began her library career as the Chinese Cataloger in the East-West Center Library (Honolulu) in 1965.
In 1967 she moved to Great Britain and worked as a part-time Chinese cataloger at the University of York
Library. In 1974, Susie joined the Cataloging Department at the University of Hawaii Library commencing a
career of 24 years as the library’s principal Chinese cataloger. From 1995-1998, she held joint positions as
Chinese cataloger and China Specialist Librarian in the Asia Collection, where she assumed responsibility
for collection development and selection of Chinese language and western language materials about China
and provided China-related reference service. In March 2001 Susie was appointed Interim Head of the Asia
Collection, a position she held until September 2002.
Susie’s contributions to the development of Chinese resources at the University of Hawaii for 30 years are
enormous. As a cataloger she made the wealth of Chinese resources held at UH accessible locally and
nationally. As a bibliographer, she identified and brought into the library these resources. Nationally,
Susie served on RLIN’s East Asian Cataloging Subcommittee, was a member of the Editorial Group for the
RLIN East Resource Guide Project, and a member of CEAL’s Pinyin Liaison Group.
We wish Susie a well-deserved long, prosperous, and happy retirement.
Allen Riedy, Head, Asia Collection, University of Hawaii

William Sheh Wong
Dr William Sheh Wong (UCI Asian Studies Librarian) retired from University of California Irvine Libraries at
the end of December 2004. Bill was hired in 1990 as UCI’s first East Asian Librarian and was instrumental in
building the East Asian Collection from scratch. Over time, the scope of Bill's duties broadened and his
title changed to Asian Studies Librarian.
Bill enhanced the UCI Libraries’ East Asian Collection via five successful Japan Foundation grants, and via
donors and organizations/foundations who gave us collections as gifts (Chinese: National Palace Museum
[Taiwan] Collection and The Ni Tse Collection on Yijing Studies; Japanese: Noma Collection and Terashima
Collection; and Korean: Daesan Foundation Collection and the Korea Foundation Collection).
The UCI Libraries’ East Asian Collection now numbers 90,000 volumes and supports the interdisciplinary
research and teaching of several departments on campus (East Asian Languages & Literatures; History;
English & Comparative Literature; Art History; Film & Media Studies; Philosophy; etc.), as well as the
Center for Asian Studies. The collection is a fitting legacy to the hard work and dedication that Bill has
shown over the years.
Bill made significant contributions in his previous places of employment (selected list):
•

•
•
•

1978-90, Asst. Director of General/Technical Services for Asian Library, University Libraries, and
Professor of East Asian Studies, Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies. University of Illinois,
Urbana.
1984, Visiting Professor of Library & Information Science, Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan.
1971-78, Head, East Asian Library and Associate Professor, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
1970-71, Chief Bibliographer, Loyola University Libraries, Chicago, Illinois
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In addition, Bill has been an inspirational leader in numerous professional organizations and the recipient
of various honors:
Professional Organizations
•
•

•

International Association of Orientalist Librarians (President, 1993-1997; Secretary-Treasurer, 19831990)
Association of College and Research Libraries (Chair, Asian, African, and Middle Eastern Section,
1999-2000; International Relations Committee, 1998-1999; Liaison to Association for Asian Studies,
1993-1996; Samuel Lazerow Fellowship Award Committee, 1993-1997; Doctoral Dissertation
Fellowship Committee, 1990-1991)
Council on East Asian Libraries (Executive Committee, 1979-1982; Committee on Chinese Materials,
1987-1993; Committee on Publications, 1977-1981)

Honors
•
•
•
•
•

Council on Library Resources Fellow, 1977-1978
Fulbright Research Fellow, 1984-1985
The Illinois-Tamking Program Research Award, 1988-1989
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Travel Grants, 1994, 1996
Association for Asian Studies’ China and Inner Asia Council Research Awards, 1996, 1997

Lorelei Tanji, Assistant University Librarian, Collections
University of California, Irvine

Chung-Ming Lung
Ms. Chung-Ming Lung (龍宗敏), East Asian Studies Librarian, University of Virginia, retired on June 1, 2005,
after more than three decades of service in East Asian libraries. Modest, witty, resourceful, dedicated,
friendly, and cooperative -- these are the words Chung-Ming’s colleagues use to describe her.
Ms. Lung is a native of the Yi (彝) ethnic group from China and granddaughter of Yun Lung
(龍雲), Governor of Yunnan Province from 1927-1945. She was born in Kunming (昆明) and then, as she
says, “drifted to Hong Kong and then to Taiwan”1 with her parents because of the political turmoil and the
civil war in China. She spent her childhood in Hong Kong and graduated from the First Girls’ High School in
Taipei. In 1967 she received a B.A. degree in Sociology from National Taiwan University. Following the
trend of pursuing a higher education abroad, she attended graduate school at the State University of New
York at Albany. Thanks to the university tuition waiver program as well as the chance to work part-time at
the Dudley Observatory Library, she received an M.A. degree in Sociology in 1969 and an M.L.S. degree
from the School of Library and Information Science in 1970. Her work experience at the Dudley
Observatory Library was cheerful and inspiring. Ms. Lung remembers her supervisor, Mrs. Chris Bain, as
considerate, encouraging, thoughtful, fair, and kind. This experience may have motivated Ming to pursue a
career in librarianship.
Ms. Lung’s first encounter with East Asian librarianship was her 1971 employment as Chinese Cataloger,
East Asian Library, Yale University. Her genial personality and reliable work attitude again won her very
helpful and supportive librarian mentors. “Mr. Henry Lin, Ms.Ying, and Mrs. B. Hahn each taught me
cataloging skills (pre-automation) and rules (pre-AACRII) with great patience and encouragement,” she said,
“and we became lifelong friends.”

1

Based on a phone interview with Chung-Ming Lung.
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She left Yale in 1978 to work as Assistant Librarian at the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institute,
Washington, D.C., where she was responsible for cataloging print materials acquired by the Gallery and
providing reference assistance to users. This work experience enhanced Ming’s understanding of Chinese
culture and, at the same time, broadened her appreciation of other cultures.
In February 1982 Ms. Lung became the first East Asian Bibliographer ever employed to manage the
collection development of East Asian materials and support the faculty and students in East Asian Studies
at the University of Virginia. Unbeknownst to her, she was one of very few East Asian female
bibliographers in North America.2 A one-man operation, Ms. Lung was in charge of selection, development,
and processing of East Asian language materials as well as reference services in support of faculty and
students in East Asian Studies. She was instrumental in bringing the OCLC CJK system to the University of
Virginia Library and in making it a participant member of the OCLC CJK database. Karen Marshall, Director
of Humanities & Social Sciences, said at Ms. Lung’s retirement party, “in the twenty-three following years
she built her career, she built relationships, and she built our East Asian Collection.”3 The most rewarding
aspect for Ming was to acquire truly needed materials for users, and in return to receive simple praise or a
short note of appreciation.
In 1995 her responsibilities were expanded because of the creation of the Humanities and Social Sciences
Department. As the Librarian for Asian & Middle Eastern Languages & Cultures (AMELC), she was in charge
of the collection development of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean materials, and served as library liaison to
the academic department of AMELC. This is the position she held until her retirement.
“An early adopter of web technology, . . . she single-handedly created and maintained the Chinese Text
Initiative” (http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/chinese/index.html) developed in 1997. It provides free access to
texts of selected Chinese literature together with introductions, commentaries, images, and translations.
Texts included in this site are: 300 Tang Poems (唐詩三百首), Gu Yao Yan (古謠言) , Shi Jing (詩經), Hong
Lou Meng (紅樓夢), The Complete Poems of Yu Xuan Ji (魚玄機詩集). Ms. Lung was tireless in dealing with
copyright issues, grant applications, and text selections. To this date, this database, one of the most
heavily linked and used resources related to full-text Chinese literature, serves as a model to many people
interested in constructing similar databases. In support of the Chinese language teaching program, Ms. Lung
cooperated with AMELC faculty to create the Chinese Literature in Translation site
(http://faculty.virginia.edu/cll/chinese literature/). She also served in an advisory capacity on the project
Traditions Of Exemplary Women (列女傳; (http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/xwomen/) developed by
Professor Anne Kinney, and made several trips to the National Library of China in Beijing to negotiate
contracts and select texts.
Ms. Lung was an active member of the Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) since she began her career at
the University of Virginia. Her participation in CEAL-sponsored workshops and related groups, such as the
OCLC CJK Users Group, helped the visibility of the East Asian collection at the University of Virginia Library.
Ms. Lung, often dressed in a navy-grey suit with a white blouse, was always attentive and observant in the
meetings. Through networking at the conferences, she developed gift & exchange programs with academic
and national libraries in China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. In addition, she made several book-buying trips
to China and Taiwan to find new resources and to forge partnerships. Because of her leadership, the
collection (currently around 80,000 volumes) is now one of the important East Asian resource centers in the
southeastern United States. Her dedication in building up a substantial East Asian collection has earned her
the admiration and respect of many students, faculty, and library colleagues who have had the privilege of
working with her.
2

According to the Directory of East Asian Collections in North American Libraries, 1982-1983, Ms. Lung was one of
twelve female East Asian Bibliographers in North America. The others were Ai-Hwa Wu, Su-Lee Huang, Yenshew Lynn
Chao, Shizue Matsuda, Yasuko Fukumi, Nancy Chen, Diane Perushek, Teresa Yang, Anna U, Sachiko Morrell, and Irene
Hurlbert.
3

Most information about Chung-Ming Lung is based on statements made by Karen Marshall, Director of Humanities &
Social Sciences, at Chung-Ming’s retirement party on May 10, 2005.
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Retirement gives Ms. Lung ample time to be with her mother and to play tennis--her favorite sport. She
credits her parents for it. They pushed her to learn tennis in junior high, and she has kept playing it ever
since. “Tennis has kept me fit and happy, and above all, I have made many friends on the courts,” she said
over the phone. “My parents also introduced me to cats and dogs. I have two cats at home, and I walk
dogs as volunteer at the local animal shelter.” While her tennis partners and her animals will continue to
enjoy Ms. Lung’s company, her colleagues will greatly miss her. We wish her all the best!
Wen-ling Liu
Indiana University

Agnes Chung Wen
A highly respected and much-liked librarian, Agnes Chung Wen (鍾昆) retired on January 17, 2005. Her
retirement party on January 11 drew more than one hundred well-wishers, including colleagues, faculty,
and friends from the East Asian Library and East Asian Studies Program at the University of Pittsburgh.
They congratulated Ms. Wen on this much-deserved milestone and wished her good luck on her future
endeavors. Always engaging, courteous, and graceful, Ms. Wen greeted the crowd and told them that she
was simply an enthusiastic librarian proud to have been a professional for over thirty years. She was
grateful to her colleagues in the East Asian Library and to the nurturing environment of the University of
Pittsburgh.
Ms. Wen was born in Kunming (昆明), Yunnan Province, and spent part of her childhood in Guangzhou (广
州). The entire family moved to Taiwan in 1949 in the wake of the civil war in China. After receiving a B.A.
degree in 1964 in Foreign Language and Literature from Soochow University, Taiwan, Ms. Wen came to the
U.S. in 1965 and studied one semester at the Graduate School of Library Science at Texas Woman’s
University, Denton, Texas, before she moved to Kentucky. With the aid of a scholarship from Catherine
Spalding College, Spalding University, Louisville, Kentucky, she received her M.L.S. degree in 1967. In 1984,
she received a Certificate of Advanced Study in Library and Information Science, University of Pittsburgh.
She participated in numerous workshops sponsored by the Council of East Asian Libraries (CEAL) to keep
herself abreast of changes in the field of library and information science.
After a brief summer job at the National College of Business, Rapid City, South Dakota, Ms. Wen started her
professional career in 1967 as a part-time Reference Librarian at the Earth and Mineral Science Library,
Pennsylvania State University. She was promoted to Senior Assistant Librarian at the same library four
years later. This position allowed her to start the Asian Collection at the Pennsylvania State University
with a very limited budget.
In 1974, her entire family moved to Pittsburgh. After her younger daughter entered elementary school, Ms.
Wen, in July 1981, started her tenure at the University of Pittsburgh Library as a Serials Specialist and
Microform Cataloger. In 1984, she served briefly as Interim Deputy Curator of Acquisition and Technical
Services. Between 1985 and 1994, she served as Head of Technical Services, East Asian Library. She was
instrumental in bringing the OCLC CJK system to the University of Pittsburgh library.
In 1994, Ms. Wen briefly served as Acting Head for the Chinese Collection after the retirement of the East
Asian Studies Librarian, Thomas Kuo. She successfully led the East Asian Library through library
reorganization during this transitional period. In recognition of her thoughtful and helpful personality and
her familiarity with the various kinds of services offered in the Library, Ms. Wen became Public Services
Librarian of the East Asian Library in 1995, a position she held until her retirement.
Aside from participating in many library committees at the University of Pittsburgh and community
outreach services in Pittsburgh, Ms. Wen is an active and loyal member of CEAL. She enjoyed trips to China
with colleagues from CEAL and strengthened her skills in both public and technical services through
attending CEAL workshops. Among them was the 2nd Summer Institute of East Asian Librarians held at
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University of Washington, Seattle, in 1988. It was there that she began to sharpen her knowledge and skills
of emerging technology related to East Asian Studies. Ms. Wen was one of the librarians involved in the
development in 1998 of the Chinese Gateway Service Center4 administered by the East Asian Library. The
Center provides full-text document delivery service to researchers who cannot find needed Chinese journal
articles in North America. Ms. Wen made a well-received presentation on the Gateway Service Center
during the CEAL annual conference in 1999.
Another memorable library experience was being selected twice as Head Librarian for the Semester-at-Sea
aboard the ship S.S. Universe in 1992 and 1997. In charge of the collection of over 10,000 volumes of books
on the ship, she was able to provide reference services while traveling around the world along with 1,200
selected students and teachers.
Writing is one of the hobbies Ms. Wen has pursued since 1980. In addition to her many published articles
and project reports in the field of librarianship, she is a contributor to the U.S.-based Chinese newspaper
Shi jie ri bao 世界日報 and author of the recently published Changing Flowers (海外浮生, 2004). Most of
her stories touch upon the persistent struggles of immigrants and the powerful bonds between generations
of people, especially Chinese-Americans.
Even though she misses her duties and her colleagues in the University of Pittsburgh Library, with whom
she worked for more than twenty years, she is enjoying the freedom offered by her retirement. She has
joined a health club at Pittsburgh, and swims a lot. She goes to church regularly, and is able to spend
more time with her relatives and friends. In fact, she and her husband just visited their four-month-old
granddaughter in San Francisco. We are sure that Ms. Wen, though retired, will keep in close contact with
her colleagues in the East Asian library profession, and we look forward to reading more of her stories.
Wen-ling Liu
Indiana University

4

The Chinese Gateway Service Center was established in 1998, spearheaded by Peter Zhou, Head of the East Asian
Library, University of Pittsburgh Library, from 1996-2000. The Center has since then become Gateway Service Center
for Chinese and Korean Academic Journal Publications, http://www.library.pitt.edu/libraries/eal/Gateway-Home.htm
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IN MEMORIAM
Donald Howard Shively (1921-2005)
Donald Howard Shively, an authority on Japanese urban life and popular culture in the Tokugawa
period, died on August 13 in Berkeley, California. He was eighty-four.
Born in Kyoto in 1921 to American missionaries, and educated at the Canadian Academy in Kobe
and Harvard University (class of 1944), he served as a Japanese language officer in the Marine
Corps during the Pacific War, rising to the rank of major and receiving the Bronze Star
Medal. Following doctoral training and election to the Society of Fellows at Harvard, he held
professorial appointments at the University of California, Berkeley (1950-62), Stanford University
(1962-64), and Harvard University (1964-83). He returned in 1983 to Berkeley, where he served
until his retirement in 1992 as Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures and Head of the East
Asian Library.
Decorated by the Japanese government in 1982 with the Order of the Rising Sun, Shively was one of
the leaders of the post-war development of Japanese studies in the United States. He chaired the
Center for Japanese Studies at Berkeley, the Department of Asian Languages at Stanford, and the
Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations at Harvard, where he also served as Director
of the Japan Institute (now the Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies). He was a member of the
National Commission for UNESCO (1958-60) and chair of the U.S. delegation to the Commission for
U.S.-Japan Cultural and Educational Exchange (1969-71). Dr. Shively was editor of the Journal of
Asian Studies (1955-59) and the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (1975-83). He also brought a
legendary erudition, leavened by tact and wit, to two major projects in post-war Japanese Studies:
Studies in the Modernization of Japan (Princeton University Press, 1965-71), and the Cambridge
History of Japan (1988-99).
During his tenure at the East Asian Library, Donald Shively initiated a number of projects aimed at
preserving the Library's special collections while making them more accessible to the scholarly
community. In 1985-86, Shively obtained a National Endowment for the Humanities grant to catalog
and conserve the Library's early Japanese maps, a collection of exceptional size and quality. In
1985-86, Shively also obtained a Title IIC grant from the U.S. Department of Education to catalog
and conserve the Library's Japanese block-printed books of the Edo period, the largest such
collection outside of East Asia. The project brought together catalogers from the East Asian
Library, the National Diet Library, and the National Institute of Japanese Literature, and resulted
in the publication of a book-catalog, (Kariforunia daigaku Bakure-ko shozo) Mitsui bunko kyûzô Edo
hanpon shomoku, or Edo Printed Books in Berkeley. In 1987-89, Shively obtained another Title IIC
grant, this to complete the cataloging and conservation of the Mitsui library, originally acquired in
1950. Catalogers from various institutions in Japan, as well as the East Asian Library, were again
brought together to catalog nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Mitsui books and manuscripts,
along with nearly 3800 volumes of contemporary Japanese literature and criticism donated to the
Library by the distinguished author Endô Shûsaku. A draft catalog of the Mitsui manuscript
collection was published in the Institute's Kokubungaku kenkyû shiryôkan chosa kenkyû hôkoku. In
1990-92, Shively obtained yet another Title IIC grant, which was used to catalog and conserve the
Library's Chinese rubbings collection, one of the largest in the Americas and Europe. This project
brought scholars from the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, to oversee
the work. The catalog is currently accessible online, and an expanded version of the catalog will
soon appear in print.
If Shively combined a scholar's interest in the value of the Library's rare holdings and a librarian's
interest in seeing them preserved, he also had an educator's interest in seeing them used. He
frequently mounted exhibits of Chinese rubbings, Japanese maps, and Buddhist sutras to introduce
to the scholarly community materials that had remained uncataloged, unknown, and unused for
years. He fostered cooperation among collections beyond Berkeley, helping to establish the North
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American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources. Don Shively brought energy and
resourcefulness to the East Asian Library. He brought as well an amiable disposition, thoughtful
nature, and unassuming manner. His tenure at the Library was significant, and its effects farreaching.
Donald Shively is survived by his wife, Mary Elizabeth Berry, professor of Japanese history at the
University of California, Berkeley; two sons, Kent Raacke Shively of Seattle and Evan Raacke
Shively of Marshall, California; two daughters, Anne Shively Berry and Catherine Shively Berry; two
sisters; and three grandchildren.
Compiled from obituaries written by Mary Elizabeth Berry and the
East Asian Library, UC Berkeley

Laurence G. Thompson (1920-2005)
Laurence G. Thompson, Professor Emeritus of East Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of
Southern California, died in Ventura, California on July 10, 2005.
Laurence G. Thompson was born in Ichou-fu, Shantung Province, China, in 1920. He lived in China until
1934 and attended missionary schools there. During World War II he engaged in combat in the South Pacific
as a Japanese-language interpreter for the U.S. Marine Corps. He earned a B.A. from the University of
California at Los Angeles in 1942 and an M.A. and Ph. D. from Claremont Graduate School in 1947 and 1954.
From 1951 to 1959 he served in the United States Foreign Service in Taipei, Tokyo, Manila, and Hong Kong
and on the staff of the Asia Foundation in Seoul and Taipei. An accomplished classical violinist, he taught
music at Taiwan Normal University from 1959 to 1962. He was on the faculty of Pomona College from 1962
to 1965 and of USC from 1965 to 1986. He served as Chairman of the Department of East Asian Languages
and Cultures 1968-1970 and 1972-1976, and from 1972 to 1974 was the first Director of the USC East Asian
Studies Center as an inter-departmental organization.
Professor Thompson, one of America's best known Sinologists, was an eminent scholar of Chinese religions,
having published over fifty articles and other scholarly works. He sometimes insisted on his unfashionable
commitment to Sinology. His first major publication was a translation of Kang Youwei's Da Tong Shu, and
his contributions to studies of Taiwan included several meticulous translations. His major intellectual
commitment was to the study of Chinese religion, in which he was a pioneer. His Chinese Religion: An
Introduction and The Chinese Way in Religion were models of many-sided and astute analysis. He
translated several volumes of studies of religion by Wu Yaoyu. His bibliography of studies of Chinese
religion in Western languages, which he continued to update in retirement, is a basic resource to the field.
He was the author of the article on Chinese Religion for Encyclopedia Britannica, 15th edition. He served
as President of the Society for the Study of Chinese Religions for nine years and was honored with a
festschrift in the Journal of Chinese Religion in 1992.
Larry Thompson had a gift for friendship and was a regular participant in regional and national scholarly
meetings. He was a supportive mentor to students at all levels and to several junior colleagues. He is
survived by Grace, his wife of 62 years, 5 children, 8 grandchildren, 10 great-grandchildren, and a host of
devoted friends and colleagues.
From an H-Asia posting by George A. Hayden, Gary Seaman, and John E. Wills, Jr.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS

The East Asian Library at the University of California, Berkeley announces two new appointments.
Susan Xue took up her position as Head of the Center for Chinese Studies Library and Electronic
Resources Librarian on July 1. Prior to this appointment, she was Foreign and International Documents
Librarian and Assistant Professor at the Government Publications Library, University of Colorado, Boulder,
where she also served as Webmaster for electronic government publications. Between 1995 and 2001 Ms.
Xue worked in Beijing as Information and Web Manager at the British Council and as Commercial Librarian
at the British Embassy. Ms. Xue holds an MLIS from the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario,
and a Master's in comparative politics from People's University, Beijing. Her recent publications include
"Internet Policy and Diffusion in China, Malaysia and Singapore" (Journal of Information Science 31
[2005]: 238-50) and "China's Legislative System and Information: An Overview" (Government Information
Quarterly,forthcoming). She can be reached at (510) 643-6327 or by email at sxue@library.berkeley.edu.
Jianye He assumed her responsibilities as Librarian for Chinese Collections on August 15. She came to
Berkeley from the State University of New York, Albany, where she had been working as Assistant Librarian
for Asian Studies. Ms. He holds an MLS from Albany and a Master's in Classical Chinese Literature from
Nanjing University. She has taught Chinese language and literature at both Albany and Nanjing
University. In addition, between 1998 and 2002 Ms. He worked in the office of the University President of
Nanjing University. Ms. He has published in the fields of Chinese literature and Chinese folklore. She can
be reached at (510) 643-0654 or by email at jhe@library.berkeley.edu.
From an Eastlib posting by PeterZhou, UC, Berkeley

Victoria Chu began her duties as the Chinese Studies Librarian at the UCSD Libraries on August 25, 2005.
Victoria attended the International Cultural Exchange School at Fudan University in Shanghai and received
her B.A. in Political Science and second B.A. (Honors) in History and Philosophy from McMaster University in
Ontario, Canada. Victoria holds M.ISt (Master of Information Studies), MA and Phil.M. in East Asian Studies
from the University of Toronto. From 1998 to 2002 she was coordinator for reference, instruction, gifts,
and exchange at the Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library, University of Toronto, and from March 2002 she was
East Asian Studies Librarian at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Victoria can be reached at 858 534-7782 (IR/PS Lib.) 858 534-0444(East Asia Collection) or by email at
vchu2@library.ucsd.edu.
From an Eastlib posting by Jim Cheng, UC San Diego

Calvin Hsu began work as East Asian Librarian at the University of Virginia August 10. His responsibilities
in support of the university’s growing East Asian programs include collection development and management
of the East Asian collections, staff recruiting and supervision, research and instructional services, donor
relations, and professional development. He is also charged with creating a new Asian Reading Room.
Calvin’s new address is Calvin Hsu, Alderman Library, University of Virginia, PO Box 400113, Charlottesville,
VA 22904
He may be reached by phone at 434 924-4978, or by email at Ch8xy@virginia.edu.
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The Asia Library of the University of Michigan announces the reassignment of Michael Meng as the
Coordinator of Public and Information Services. Michael has also assumed the responsibility of Chinese
Bibliographer for managing and developing the Chinese Collection and selecting Chinese language
materials in all formats.
Prior to joining the Asia Library as the Chinese Materials Librarian in 2002, Michael had worked for the East
Asian Collection at the University of Wisconsin-Madison since 1998. In Wisconsin, he received the MLIS and
M.A. degree in political science and completed all the requirements except dissertation for the doctoral
program in political science.
Since Michael joined the University of Michigan Library, he has made great contributions in several major
library projects, including the implementation of Aleph ILS. Recently, he has been assigned to serve in a
task force for evaluating the entire UM Library technical service workflow, communication, and
coordination from selection, acquisition, to cataloging in order to provide a better local user service.
Michael can be reached by email at chmeng@umich.edu, and by phone at 734-764-0408.
From an Eastlib posting by Mei-ying Lin and Kenji Niki, U. of Michigan Asia Library
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
International Asian Art Exhibition Directory, a publication of the FaFa Gallery, provides a comprehensive,
current list of Asian art exhibitions at museums known for their Asian art collections. Send SASE and $12 to
POB 30124-Ji, Kansas City Mo 64112. For information, see www.fafagallery.INFO, send an email message to
robin@fafagallery.info, or call 816 221-2727.
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